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Stacey Greene
ANIMO STREET
Las Luces
It was dark. Even the churches turned out the lights. Even the stained~ glass windows didn't
shimmer when the sun had rested behind the hills. Jason raised his cigarette to his lips and squinted
at the huge mounds of earth that rose about a mile behind his open backyard. He could hear his
mother and step-father in echoed yells against the tin of his trailer's walls. Soon there would be a
. deep-voiced threat) and then she would mumble something in a pleading tone. Jason pictured his
mother's stooped back, her pathetic, wasted body drooping over the feet of his obese step-fathel~
and in his hands a round cooking pan, solid grease still clinging to its surface li'om when his mother
had made supper a few hours ago. She would scream apologies lor her misbehaviOl; and after the
pan came down on her spine ten or so times, the trailer would creak with his step-father's footsteps;
he would walk outside and smoke a cigarette, like he had just finished making love.
.
It was dark, but Jason could see the flame and then red ash oflus step-father's cigarette. He
watched it move up, remain still for a moment, then fall back down for a little longer. 1he action
repeated itself wlule Jason wondered what the embers would do) hissing against his step-father's
cornea. He would probably see better blind.At least there was one man, his real futher, that escaped.
Let the gospel sound through the hills, follow the streams to his house, because a lower South
seemed somehow better than this Hell. His name was Daniel, and when he left, Jason decided that
he would call his lather Ely ifhe ever spoke of him. He'd heard one orhis teachers) Ms. Nancywith
black hair down to her waist) call after her son once, Ely. Ely had Il1rgotten his lunch. Jason knew,
like his lather knew, maybe like his mother too, who deserved the punishment for those Friday
nights. But it was Il1r his mother, too, that Jason waited outside.
Finally, when the red ash disappeared, the door whirled open and his fat step-father climbed
the cement block stairs into the trailer. He heard more voices, softer now, and the lights turned off,
one by one, the bedroom light last. Silence.
TIlen a slow thud against the tin wall, a recognizable thumping that would only last a few
minutes.
After another hour Jason left, and the dark hand was no longer tugging at his throat. It was
choking less and less often now; but he sat outside the trailer Friday nights to keep it from coming
back. Every other night his step-bther would have stamped his time-card at the brickyard by nm¥.
He would be sweating with other men and one older woman, while Jason's mother smoked and
watched soap operas with her legs crossed and a white wrinkle cream smeared across her lace. it
smelled like rotten lemons.
He walked the muddy road to the highwa}\ careful to avoid twisting an a'nkle in the holes that
dipped in and out. The brown climbed his boots and the bottom of his legs, over the stains that
were left there from childhood, as ifhe had not yet grown out of those jeans. But the stains were
already there when he pulled the pants from the box of other old clothes, mailed to him from his
well-off son-o~a-bitch cousin.
He shoved his aching hands into his pants pockets. December always made them fed beaten,
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like the bones were broken inside and crumbled beneath the skin. The cold wetted the dip beneath
his nose.
When he remembered the rum waiting fl1r him at Gary's, his hands trembled eagerly It was
like the warmth was already leaking down his throat like an IV drip for sedation. He imagined the
glass bottle sitting atop the nightstand orGary's bedroom, beside two fat beer mugs they borrowed
trom Gary's father's cabinet to use as shot glasses.
But they wouldn't be on a nightstand this time. 111e bottle and mugs would be on a shaky
fl1ldout tray Gary used for a kitchen table. He fl1und it at the local Goodwill and said it reminded
him of his grandfather's house at turkey-time. It was six months after high school graduation and
the lucky bastard had already moved out of his parents' house. Any parents are trouble, no matter
if you're the prince of Spain or just Gary, so Jason could understand why his friend would leave a
two-story home, hot suppers and clean laundry ...
But he couldn't understand why Gary hadn't asked him to fill the other side of the apartment
- half the rent, half the booze, half the women. Shit, that was it - the women - that dumb bitch
Gloria he was always sniffing ass to. She probably threatened him with no sex or some shit like that
Well, Jason couldn't blame the poor son of a bitch - a fuck's a fuck. Gary's such a stupid ass, he
thought
He walked the ribbed edge of the highway for four and a half miles, fl1110wing his fogged
breath, until he saw the curved road that turned off onto Gary's new street. The sign perked neatly
up, its cleanliness and perfection struck you asyou drove by You would see aglimmerofsomething
you had sensed was great in your left eye and you would turn and say "Well, son-of-a-bitch, look at
that. Best sign I ever saw:' The letters were decorated, he liked to think by some old woman w::titing
to die, and said Animo Street.
A few years ago tbe apartment renters had been mostly Hispanic; they walked past Jason's
trailer everyday on their way to the tobacco farm that lined the opposite end of town, and bis
mother liked to sit at the window, follOWing the gold-skinned people with her eyes. She leaned
her ear against the window screen when their tongues rolled down the highway; and she would
say things like "Hear that,Jason? I think they said bitch. 111at was the word - punta, or punto, or
somethin::'
Animo Street wasn't like Craven Lane. Not like his own home, where the sign clung to its
post by one nail and begged to be fixed or taken. It had unhitched itselfand creaked when the wind
blew. Sometimes, when the park was sleeping in the early morning, you could hear it, like a child
crying. 111 en Jason didn't dare move in his bed, less sound should stop, less the mystery be broken.
The dark was clever like that
There were no cars in the parking lot, and only one lit window on the second floor - Gary's
apartment The hallway stairs echoed against the tight walls, but they didn't drown the slow
sounds that hummed from Gary's bedroom. He liked to play the old records he'd been given by
his grandmother on these nights. Jason followed the scratched melody, the rhythm comforting.
He felt along the rim of the doorway for the key and let himselfinto the room. Gary was the only
member of the complex that locked his door, at least, of the members that were left. The others
were either so old that a lock seemed an insult to the world, or were so poor that nothing much
would be at risk.
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Cary was sprawled on his bed. The bottle of rum was open; he had already dipped his share
into the relief Jason shook his head. He ain't got nothing to be relieved from, he thought. He
stalled on understanding, but it was just minutes before his comfort whirled him back on jealousy
and hatred for this clean existence that lay asleep on the fine linens, carried over 6'om that twostory mansion.
They didn't speak. Jason left the shot -mug on the table and instead lifted the bottle. There was
just enough to make him drunk, and he chugged the warm rum, his hands squeezing the neck like
any minute the glass would shatter and there would be no sound. But then the thumping beat in his
ears again. He sat on the floor beside the bed and felt the hollowness beneath him.
When the lights went out the dark hand began to scratch at the lump in his throat, always until
his body wept. It didn't feel like December inside his jacket anymore. His hands were throbbing
and he went to the bath roam ta wash them in hot water. Sometimes it fl)und him when he drank.
But sometimes it found him in the shower. Or in the dumpster. Or under the covers. Or when his
face was between Sherri's hands.
He sat back on the floor beside the bed. Gary was staring at the ceiling, and Jason couldn't
tell ifhe was passed out or just bUZZing. He reached up and squeezed Gary's hand, and it fell limp
against the bed when he let go. Gary's lungs whined and Jason relaxed in their rhythm.
'Ain't no big deat;' Jason said. Afew minutes passed, and he nudged him, saying, "Right?"
Gary didn't move. "No, it ain't."
"Sherri and me. She ain't but nothing, anyway, so it ain't no big deal. It's not like I'm gonna
marry her or anything:' He squeezed Cary's hand tighter.
"No, man;' he heard Cary say "She's nothing. You're cool. It's good. No warries:'
"Shit, Cary I hit the stupid girl." Jason bent his head to where Cary could have seen where his
hairwas beginning to thin. "Hard. In the stomach and on the ass." He pulled his hand from Cary's
limp one. "It's still oka}\ right?"
"Hell, yea; he heard Cary say. "We're buds."
Jason raised his eyes back up and said, "I kicked her between the legs, and she bled for a little
while. It came through her jeans:'
The dark hand was tightening. "I hate that dumb bitch," he whispered. The rum bottle had
dropped from his fingers and rolled under the bed. It was empty

Crepliswlo
Animo Street was quiet in the morning. When he closed his jacket his body felt lighter,
sensitive against the thickness. His step-father would be gone. His mother would be passed out,
maybe a dead Cigarette between her tingers. Maybe the trailer would have burned.
When he finally made it to Craven Lane he noticed a red convertible parked in his trailer's
drivewa), The top was down. He briefly considered turning back to Animo Street, but he couldn't
convince himself that the girl who owned this car, the girl whose inner thighs were wet with blood
now, wouldn't tind him.
She sat on the cement steps sharing a Cigarette with his mother. The two women gazed at him.
Their body frames, side to side ... a sudden, fearful sputter marked his walk. As he came doser, as
though they merged into a Single being, halfin the now, halfin the later. His mother's eyes drooped
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with familiar disappointment, and in his mind he saw the bags beneath her eyeballs drip down like
the white of a broken egg yolk. Sherri, on the other hand, still retained a brightness. Her tace was
puffy and pink, probably from crying on like she always does, but it would be years before those
bubbles popped out on her face. She would be a beautiful girl, until the wrinkles began to tan out
from her eyes, or the skin buut up like leather on her face, or the roots of her hair would somehow
always remain dark brown when the length ofit was a yellow-green. She would begin to cut it short,
and chain smoke and take three naps a day and bitch and bitch and bitcb and cry wben the hand
came down on her and feel disgusted because when he came into her later she still couldn't leave.
111ere would be children, and they would cry 111ere might be a social worker one day at the door,
. and the next a police officer with orders to take Elijah and Summer to the nearest home. She would
shower, but there is no soap that will wash away that kind of dirt.
"Well, well - I do have a son after all! I was beginning to worry there," his mother shouted.
Jason rocked back and tl1rth with his hands in his pockets. '"You're in a good mood today
Whose cash you got stowed away in your bra now?"
"Shit j,"Sherri said. Jason's mother snatcbed the cigarette out of the girl's hands and'went into
the trailer.
Sherrilooked at her shoes, the laces faCing inward like a little girl's.Jason watched a tree branch
scrape against the roof
''Not working:' he said suddenly.
She jumped up and touched his face. "I'll make it better," she said.
"Can't; he said, holding her thin wrists to push her hand away
"Listen, I been thinking about things. About what happened the other night, and I don't see
any reason why we shouldn't be together still ... "
111e dark hand leaped into the light and torced Sherri from the cement blocks up against the
trailer's tin Siding. Jason leaned his forearm hard into her neck, dogging the air in her throat.
"Listen to me good, okay? I don't ever - ever! - want to hear you say that again." His voice
did not sound like his own. It was something far into the distance, some other man's. He let go and
watched her collapse to the ground, limber and weak. He watched her catch her breath, her chest
heaving. Her eyes remained dry.
Before she could say anything more, he turned back toward the highway

UnaAl1gela de la Calle
He didn't follow the ridges to Animo Street this time, Instead he walked the other direction,
where the highway rolls on some miles until it finally lands into the actual town. For thirty minutes
no cars had passed.
Soon he noticed a figure coming toward him in the flat distance. Black hair, stout, the form
trotted along. Half a mile closer he could tell that her hand was twisting in her tightly curled hair,
and he imagined that she was humming a song like a child.
A few more minutes and they were just feet from passing. She was blunt with her eyes, obvious
with twirling and watching his strides. Until she stopped directly in front ofhim.
"Para siempre," she said.
111e girl was slow, he could tell in the way the words came out of the back ofher throat. He bad
seen her once before, on one of the porches of the apartment complex, when she was very small.
INSCAPE'12

Her cheeks had grown round now and her eyes black.
She grasped his thick fingers with both her hands and shook them at him. "Las haces manos
son para siempre." He ripped them away but she held hers still in the air for him, as if waiting for
him to change his mind.
"Hey! Get ofF me; he yelled at her. He rubbed his hands against his jacket. She watched him
f,x a moment. "What the hell you doin'? What'd you say?"
She smiled, and between the two rubies that were her lips he sawa black space where she was
missing a tooth fi-om the top set. It made her seem oddly stupid, against such a pretty face. But it
wasn't just her face. Her skin was how a yellow frame glimmers when it is left on the back porch,
where there's no roof to keep off the rain. It's the rain that makes it shine.
TIl en she turned, slow, yet her dress still floated in time · up, up, and up the floral design rose
as she walked one mile, now two miles, now three and foUl', revealing her golden legs and then her
muscular thighs and then nothing. She had turned the corner to Animo Street.
He held his hands in front of him, stretching his fingers out against their frozen stiffness.
His hands were cracking fi'om the cold, and faint blood mingled with brown powder like the dirt
that was packed and buried beneath his fingernails. The knuckles on his right hand had become
large knots like an old man's, red blotches fl1rmed circles on the backs, and looked like a nasty skin
discoloration. He raised his fingers beneath his nostrils to smell. They were a musty and dry that
burned his nose, like the dust ii'om the old comic books he kept under his bed. They could've been
worth something.
He hadn't moved for ten minutes now, and couldn't feel his legs; things were numbing. A red
car ambled past him. Sherri was probably at Gloria's by now. He pictured thin arms wrapped around
her, sobs pulSing through her own petite body. His mouth watered and he felt like something was
rotting in his stomach. The taste was acid, like his mother must have felt the nights after his real
father left. Jason knew that she didn't care about his "situation," not their food stamps or the tall
grass dying in their front yard, as long as she had nicotine pushing through her veins and a man
in her bed at night. Oh, and a bruise dotted somewhere on her body, usually hiding under white
powder. That was what made his mother happy.
He inhaled the smoke from his own Pall Mall and hated the heat it brought to his mouth; he
hated how he needed that feeling, He wanted to sympathize with these women, the three that he
would probably see at least once a week, that he had wanted to slap until he felt their jaws crack
against his knuckles. The three that made his teeth clench and rub together when he had to hear
their whimpering. But he couldn't ignore it. TIley swept across him like the river's undercurrent,
pulling him down and down, and as he always struggled to pull himselfback to the surface, there '
was that one time he couldn't make it. There was that one time he made her bleed in the place that
made her a woman. In the part that split and was pink and made her cry, that made her hair long
and her fingernail tips white, and her voice high and whiny. The part that he had kissed, and ran
to the toilet before the vomit pelted from his stomach. TIle part that she wanted to share, that no
one else except her brother-in-law had touched. He grimaced as he realized that it was that part
that made her need him, 1he dark hand tugged at his lips, he closed his eyes and saw the women
dressed in slinky skirts, nodding on one leg and drooped into a car's passenger side window.
Since the first night he hit Sherri he'd felt like his legs were nailed open, and people would
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walk by just to see the nothing that drooped between. He kicked the road-side gravel onto the
pavement and pounded his fist into his leg until he lelt weak and dizzy.
Chamdl1
The following Friday,Jason stationed himselfbeneath the tree that towered over his trailer. It
eclipsed the only streetlamp in the park, and made a shadow for him to waiL He felt as ifhe should
take his hat off and salute the rusted tin box that he had so faithfully waited by for years, and then
set fire to that same box, which had nailed him to this dark spot where the dark hand found him
the first time.
111e lights were clicking off in the trailer. The living room, dark. 111e bathroom, dark . Last
the bedroom, dimmed to a single table lamp, and the slow thudding began. It lasted only a few
minutes.
111is time the table lamp stayed on, and the trailer door was swung open again. He heard
his step-lather yell back inside, "I ain't got enough to get two packs; betl1re he slammed the door
shut.
He had started to his pickup truck when the door was flung back open, stretched wider than
its hinges had felt in years. Jasons mother stood in the doorway in a synthetic slip and shouted,
"Here, I got some money." She held out three green bills that instantly fell limp across her fingers.
His step-father didn't move. Jason imagined what his step-father was thinking. 111e man
watched his wife for a long while, contemplating the steps back. And she stood compassionately
still, the street lamp lighting the deep wrinkles in her face. Finally her eye twitched, a single muscle
flinch that seemed to send the man flying into understanding, as he was beginning to realize that
this was no question. 111 is was no demand lor a pack oi cigarettes. 111is was his wile, his bitch, his
slut that bent over the hairs oihis toes and arched her palms across the rough of his shoulders and
inhaled cigarettes hour after hour against the niceness oithe Il1urwalls he put around her. 111is was
that weak thing that laid beside him just minutes ago, now opening the door at two in the morning,
revealing her body to the night, and ripping the greased cooking pan from his own fingers and
laying it softly back on tbe table. She stood in the doorway to his own goddamned house I
Jason \'{atched as a grin slowly curled on his lips. He watched as the man's eyes began to drip
with laughter, though no noise escaped from bis powerful jaws. He watched the taillights of his
step-futher's pickup burn, smaller and smaller, until they disappeared onto the highway.
111en he turned to his mother. The dollars fell ii-om her grasp and were caught by the tall
blades of grass near the cement steps. She looked down at them Il1r a moment, and her body
jerked, as if she were going to bend over and pick them up until she found that her spine would
no longer curve. So she stared at them. Time had not stopped, she blinked, and watched the bills
wave still. Soon wind slipped through her hair, tagging it away as if to carry her with it, and she had
not moved.
Jason felt his body shiver like somethingll1reign. Sweat began to drizzle down his collar bone,
and his cheeks and ears burned fire. His mother finally closed the door. Still no lights. A little later
she came out, wrapped in a thick robe, and sat herself on the steps.
Jason and his mother waited for his step-father's pickup. He sat beneath his tree but believed
that she somehow felt his presence there, in the way she sighed and watched the bugs circling the
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streetlamp. There was even a qUick minute when she watched the shadow, stared with the same
intensity that caused those grooves on her forehead when he was a child.
The pickup was red and rusted) and dirt seemed to trail behind it even on the paved highway.
The man brought the dust wherever he went. Everyone could hear it as soon as he entered the
trailer park, and when his step-father finally started down the driveway,Jason walked to the center
and blocked the path. He felt majestic, a hero, hunchbacked maybe, but a hero. He could stretch
out tangs, he could call out ' Ely'" He felt a little drunk.
He knew his mother watched him from the steps. His step-father beat his hand on the truck's
horn for a full minute; the neighbors did not turn on lights or bother to peek through their shades.
1hey already knew what was happening. It was in the air. And when Jason still wouldn't move) his
step-father pried the groaning door open and started toward him.
1he mans boots were heavy on the gravel and lett prints where he stepped. He squinted his
eyes against a salty drop beading down from his forehead) and spit brown juice; some melted down
into tl1e spiked fur on his chin. TI1e truck engine rumbled behind him, a jeering mob, as though
this beast were under some sort of pressure, something that Jason began to realize he mistook for
a simple motor.
"What the hell you doing boy?" his step-father yelled.
Jason pulled a flask to his lips and drank straight the stinking whiskey. His throat was so
numb now that the liquid no longer burned. He stared at his step-father straight. The dark hand
was clasping now at his own, sliding thin fingers over a trigger and pulling until the world stopped
spinning, pulling until his Gtber answered his letters, pulling until his motl1er stopped smoking
and stopped growing dark purple spots on her body and Sherri stopped wanting those spots more
than her own breath.
' Hey, dumbass," his step-Gther boomed. His right fist clenched tight and pushed into the
flat of his left hand. He was almost to Jason's face now. "What're ya' dumb? I'm talkin' to you." A
few more steps and the man and the boy were brow to brow; Jason had grown to his step-father's
height, and probably mimicked the man's build fi'om when he was younger. Now the man's fat
stomach was an inch from Jason's own, and, even through the daze of alcohol, the younger gagged
at the man's hot breath. He barely felt the spit drops land on his face, but imagined clumps offood
and tobacco bubbled in a globe of saliva, sagging down his forehead and oozing past his eyebrows,
into his eyes, fi'om his nose into his own mouth. The man was getting inside of him, like coming
home from school and his mother was spitting blood. There was a blur of what happened next, a
year later, when Ely went to jail for the bruises on his mother's neck that she couldn't hide, when
she cried for nights and days and people wondered who would take him, and then when the red '
pickup truck started parking in the trailer driveway.
Finally his mother stood and yelled, "What's going on out herd"
Jason chugged again from the almost-empty flask while his step-father yelled back, "Get back
in the trailer." TIlen he mumbled something under his breath.
She obeyed.Jason couldn't look away from the door that was closing on so close redemption.
The truck's engine seemed to grow louder, like something was alive and boiling beneath that old)
rusted shell.
His step-father put a smail step tlmvard, their bodies touched. Heat bellowed li'om the man's
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stomach, and the familiar stench of his unwashed body tilled Jason's nose. He looked at his stepfather's blue eyes that shimmered like fool's gold. The man's fist was gradually rising to Jason's
chin, the rounds of his knuckles faCing upward. There was some resistance, and Jason could see
the white air that he mixed up. Behind the truck's engine the street sign moaned, and Jason heard
the golden tongue-roller's words trom the highway; "Para siempre." He turned dizzily around to
catch her face, but no one was there. For a moment, the men's bodies were not touching, and the
man's fist clamored into Jason's jaw, He tasted blood and darkness. He watched his step-father's lips
move, tightened and slow; but the words didn't make sense to him. He thought of Ely; somewhere
in Mexico now. Of his mother and Sherri, sharing the same damn cigarette. He felt sharp pains
indenting his ribs, entering deeper and deeper with every hit. He felt gravel scratch against his teeth
and a heel scraping over his ear and neck.
111en a long moan, like drowning. Maybe it was his step-father. Pleading.
And then he felt his mother's fingers draping across his body, like a witch doctor's. l11fough his
blurred vision he glimpsed her hand holding metal and then watched as the side of his step-father's
tace dented inward, something tunneling through and escaping ft'om the back with a monstrous
explOSion. There was one last thud as the man's body hit the sharp gravel, cutting through the
headlights like a god. The engine of the pickup truck died.
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come again another day
like fool's gold in your pocket
after you pull your pants out of the washer.
when the clouds are all cumulus and it doesn't rain
aiter you've been dancing for hours and hours
like hypnotized outside the trailer park bounds,
to push the dust that's was hing the air and drying your mouth
back, back deep into the earth,
. down where your meme lay with pearls
wrapped around her fingers
that your mama didn't take cause
some things mean more,
then there is a sudden whisper among the crowds;
served with mashed potatoes at six,
bubbling across the telephone lines,
sometimes you can see it's grey color soaking through the mail man's bag.
you criss-cross your legs and pretend that you are safe when you walk home,
because you are a boy
girls are the only ones who need to worry,
less you drop the soap somewhere slippery,
but it's a dry night, even though you'd danced It)r hours.

it's a dry night with a little moon,
like the top ofit was pinched off
by that clear hand you can see in Gces.
you wonder where the rest of it went
and wish you'd paid more attention in schooL
you wish that you could've slid your dirty fingers over a golden, silk sash across
your chest.
that 1001's gold was real gold,
when it had sparkled between your two fingers, belore
the shininess was ripped Irom the heart of it, before
you slipped it into your jean pocket and forgot about it.
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who we are
you gotta know me.
i'm that pearl color under the salt water
and the bottoms of my feet are brown.
so i don't have long hair and
i don't have a dress with straight buttons down
the Iront. so you see my naval. so what.
it's no choice, you gotta understand
the sheets fade in the sun.
leave that shit there, it ain't goin nowhere
without somebody's hand to hold
and i know you're not givin' it yours.
so whats with this girl on the street
corner by Benns? wearing her ring
on the ring finger and pretendin'
she's got a right to that white
lace down her back.
no no. you gotta know m e.
cause i got a band out back
waitin' for the signal and
flowers to go up, a twitch oimy hand.
i'm that pearl. i'm that unwas hed beauty
behind the dumpster. i clean my mouth on rags
maybe, yea, but its clean as a mixed lab's.
sip on your tea, miss la te dee,
while i make amends at the back door
cause you ain't got no water for washin'
your hands and i ain't got none to hold no more.
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Deanna Clark
A Glimpse into a Glass of Water
Better carry an umbrella.
A rolling thunderstorm with a pregnant past comes boiling over.
Black clouds in a white rain diving into a glass of water.
A body stuffed in a cup)
fill ed up, millions of molecules manipulated, each a microcosmic existence
of chaotic charisma.
Crammed in like a jack-in-the-box
Crank to release.
Drink, dive,dip
Your clear mirrored surface
Refracts ,reflects
Shimmers, splinters
Pieces of light illuminating shards
And I, a hand held out to catch what falls unjust or not.
The pieces oflight, sparks offire
Drink up.
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Frances Burt
South American Oranges
Damn you!
The hump in the bottom
of the wine bottle
you deceptive
mound of glass.
I thought I had
another glassful,
but this is less than half.
I smile when I finish writing this poem on a legal pad. It looks funny under aU those lists and
numbers. I add a sketch of my empty wine bottle and draw an arrow pointing to the glass hump.
My wine glass models patiently as I draw its near-empty portrait beside the bottle. Not bad for
an accountant. This poem needs a title. What shall I call it? "Ode to Merion "Mound of Lies"?
"Deception"? "False Security ' ? "Half-Empty"?
In a Single swig, I finish otImy glass and forget titles while I wonder what else there is to drink
in this house. Vodka. One dusty bottle sits behind can isters offlour and sugar on the top shelf of
the pantry, leftover from months ago when 1craved a Bloody Mary on a whim. Imix it in my wine
glass with fruit punch Catorade that has also been idle in the pantry since my son left tl.)r college.
Most likely, I'll wake up with the worst hangover I've had in twenty years) but 1don't care. 1drop
ice in the glass. Back to the kitchen table with the adding machine and stacks of paper: organized
piles of titles and deeds, credit card and bank statements, insurance policies, mortgage statements,
and copies ofseveral previous years' joint-filed income tax forms and a pamphlet on the five stages
of grief that my friend Linda brought over.
I've been an accountant for sixteen years. This should be easy, no different from doing
somebody else's taxes. My notes above the wine poem are arranged in columns: assets, debts,
community property, and individual property. The last one is empty. Mer twenty-three years
of marriage, it's all community property. Mark and I married when he was 21 and I was 19. We
didn't have much of anything at the time. Considering the situation) my fi'iends seem to think I'm
entitled to all that we own. "You should stick it to him. Leave him with nothing;' they tell me.
111e attorney 1finally visited asked me to record this financial data. Working with numbers
for a liVing, 1thought 1could handle this. Lately, 1cry less- not like the first month after i heard
the news. That must have been one ofthose stages of grief Linda keeps talking about A fewweeks
after we got Will settled in his dorm room, Mark came home fi'om work one afternoon and said, "I
don't love you anymore. I haven't for a long time. Neither one of us are happy. I'm leaving you." I
suppose he had been waiting for the kids to leave home.
Planning his funeral might be easier. Right now, I like this idea. I turn to the next page in my
legal pad) a clean page except for tlle imprint of my drawing left from pressing too hard. I write
what I would bury him in: blue suit and his tie with a pattern ofleaves in Autumn colors. The tie
I choose because it was in tbe fall when we met and the next fall when we married and Autumn
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leaves can blow away or rot so they are forgotten just like I want to forget all the pain. What would
his obituary say? With one hand, I sip my vodka and Gatorade while I write the only part of an
obituary I can think of- the ending, "Survivors include his loving wile Deborah, their daughter
Bethany, 22 and son Will, 19." I draw a double headstone with one side for Mark and the other for
myname and date of birth with a blank spot for my death. The idea oflyingside byside for eternity
brings me to tear out the page, wad it up, and throw it away While I'm up, I pour more vodka in the
wine glass and the drink turns a lighter red, almost pink.
Vodka is not intended to be mixed with an electrolyte-enhanced sports drink. What a shame
I don't have any cranberry juice or orange juice. Why did I ever stop buying orange juice? I guess I
stopped because no one else in the house drinks it besides me since the kids left home.
Sitting back down at the table with my legal pad, the blank page beckons me and my thoughts
of oranges. 'This time the page is completely fresh, no imprints of wine bottles with deceptive
lumps. I begin a letter I wouldn't know where to mail.

Dear Victor,
Are you back at your orange orchard in Chile? You never said the orchard was near the
coast, but I always imagined the sound of rolling waves carrying through the orange groves, Or
did you stay in the states? 1 often think ofyou, I bet you forgot me-I was just a girl, Are you
still a poet, Victor? I know you must be, How could you be anything else?
You once said, "We all have our own 'peifect' and it just may seem imperfect to another.
You told me that at the Christmas party at Jorge's Mexican Restaurant and Cantina when I
gave you a plastic dolphin-shaped bottle of blue bubble bath. I said I was sorry the dolphin
had residue from where I pulled off the price sticker on its tai/fin. Remember, I told you the
dolphin wasn't perfect anymore?
JJ

I put my pen down and raise the glass to my lips. Whatever possessed me to give a man
bubble bath all those years ago? Drawing Victor's name for the gift exchange was better than any
gift I received that year. Either it's the vodka or the memories, but my body feels warm all over.

Victor, I really wanted your gift to be special. You looked at me with your beautiful dark
eyes and smiled when you said it was pelfect in your delicious Latin accent, Did you notice
how close we always stood when we spoke? Did you feel the magnetic force pulling our bodies
together that we somehow resisted?
Looking back, I'm sure a dolphin of bubble bath must have been an odd gift to receive '
from a teenage girl who waited tables with you. I never told you my fantasy of taking a bubble
bath with you and listening to you tell stories about Chile or recite your poems to me, I had
to content myself with imagining you sitting in a candle-lit room, taking a bath. My only
satisfaction from that gift was thoughts of your naked body with its perfect almond-colored
skin sitting in the same bubble bath poured from a bottle my hand lovingly caressed the way it
wanted to caress you,
I laugh aloud at the absurdity of writing this down and the bigger absurdity of remembering
this ridiculous tantasy I had at seventeen. 'Then I drain my glass and mix another drink.
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I jelt so lucky you came to live in the same town as me. You said you came to America to
experience more oj the world to make you a better poet. You waited tables to observe life. We
could have gone back to Chile together and shared oranges fresh off your trees-I would have
given you plenty to write poems about.
I used to check the schedule to see when we worked the same shifts so I would know when
to wear the shiny lip gloss, my slightly padded bra, and the perjume you once told me you liked.
It never worked. I was just a seventeen year old girl and you were in your twenties and more
interested in women. You didn't know this, but you could have had me if you wanted. You
could have had me at work, in the storage closet or even the walk-in freezer. We would have
melted the ice cream.
The vodka must be getting to my head. I haven't laughed this hard in months ... maybe years.
Did I really think all this at seventeen' Surely I couldn't have been so sexually aware. It seems I
remember being aroused when I went into the Ireezer. Was that because of Victor or just what the
cold did to my nipples?

Victor, do you remember how I said I wanted to be a poet too? I went to art museums,
drank a lot oj coffee and smoked too much. You went away-transjerred to a university
somewhere up north. I married a man who was nothing like you, had babies I love dearly, and
did nothing career-wise that the sellenteen-year-old who adored you would halle expected.
Guilt has consumed me lately. Mark has made me believe everything is my fault. Recent
memories run through my head all day-conversations with Mark, hearing about the affair from
his best friend's wife, involuntarily imagining their sex, telling the kids everything's fine. I never
look back and ask myself if I was happy before, really happy. Good God. How does a person
go ii'om dreams of being a poet to settling Illr an associate's degree in accounting? I can't even
remember the last time I read poetry.

Victor, I need my soul back, I'm coming to eat oranges with you.
Yours Truly,
Deborah
I don't even know Victor's last name, but that doesn't matter. Tonight I fed I know how
to find him, or the idea of him. No man will rescue me from this - only I can do that. If the words
weren't getting so blurry, I would write a thank-you note to Mark and his mistress tdung them not
to worry about wrecking a happy home. It wasn't that happy.
I pour the rest of my drink down the sink and take a couple aspirin as a preemptive
strike against the hangover. I don't want to leel bad tomorrow. There's a whole new lite ahead of
me and I want fi-esh orange Juice in the morning.
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Sean L. Corbin
avoidillg frogs 011 steps
small amphibians swarming the steps,
two twelve thirty~seven, everywhere
and what ifi step on one?
will the sun explode?
will we go to war again>
will the government support the orphaned tadpoles?
and i don't want to murder an innocent creature
too stupid to avoid this monstrous mastel;
or even manslaughter one, as there's no premeditation,
but what if they want to die?
what if they know something i don't?
what i(being pancaked beneath Illy new balances
is a better fate than the one i face?
what if they can see the future? what do they see?
is it dust storms in kansas and fallout in l.a.?
is it free spirits with testkles and painted nails hanging from oak trees?
is it books for kindling and bibles for constitutions~
is it wilted forests and canadian heat strokes in march>
what if the frogs are committing suicide?
what if the frogs are leaving the consequences for me?
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a squirrel prepares for the end of the world
through the whirl of the world the squirrel
tastes a pearl locked in its jaws and as it crawls
it takes pause at the roar of applause from the skies
and its eyes are cherry / apple / blueberry pies
and it recognizes the cries and flies to its hole
to say its good byes as the world fades and dies
while ignoring oUl'whys and our tears and our lies
and the comtl)rtable sqUirrel chuckles and sighs
in peace amongst a nest of maples and ryes
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Journey Through th e Dead Place
(Editor 's Choice)
1he car is your standard four-door Camry, designed for maximum comfort in the given
space, but I still teel cramped. I have to sit in the back, behind the parents, beside the sister, and I'm
just big enough to have to sit on the passenger side so my father's tall lanky frame won't interfere
with my knees. I stfll feel cramped behind my mother, and maybe it's because my older sister is
beside me, and we have yet to reach the point in our lives where we see each other as human beings
and not living, breathing annoyances. Three feet of silence separates us, as the parents make idle
conversation about my grandmother's latest bout with stubborn insanity. I think she wanted to
sloth around her trailer and watch old episodes of Matlock and eat buttered crackers instead of
visiting her husband today; but I'm not sure; I'm really not paying too much attention. I'm too
concerned with trying to get comfortable. I still tee Icramped.
We're entering my father's homeland, rolling acre after rolling acre of open air. I don't get that
warm feeling inside my stomach that some people get when they see their ancestral home, where
the trickle of their bloodline first started to gain momentum and trickle towards their river, My
father doesn't seem like the "Bath County type," This is a small town filled with the salt of the earth,
but my father never seems that bitter, at least until we make one of our seldom journeys down u.s.
60, 1hat's when I can see his eyes narrow slightly, because this is where his family dissolved into
the sea. "[his is where his brother lives, the brother that neglects their mot her and treats my father
like a stepchild, This is where his mother lives, the mother that hides from the present behind thin
brown paneling and Technicolor reruns, This is where his tather is buried, the father that let him
run wild and tree and then left before he harvested the fruits of his son's labors,
The farmlands of Bath County are really starting to grow now, after a worrisome spring with
little substantial rain, I'm always amazed at how the hills here roll so much more than in Mount
Sterling, less than ten miles away. Sure, my father's homeland isn't exactly as flat as Kansas, but
everything is just so much rockier and more turbulent here. Maybe that's why Bath County always
seems to be about twelve years behind the rest of the world - the tiny mountains block out the
flow ofnlOdern civilization, It's funny tllat out ofall the people I know who grew up in OWingsville
or the outskirts of Bath County, my father's the only one who seems to keep up with the times.
Everyone else is stuckin 1981.
We're in Bethel now; driving past the old elementary school that looks more like a forgotten
penitentiary. I'm not sure ifkids are still forced to march through those decaying doors five days a
week, but the idea ofchild abuse comes to mind when I think about it. ll1e bricks are cracked and '
the windows fogged with age, Everything here is decaying, Everything's been dead tor years,
The split on U.S, 60 is the landmark that sets me on edge, The road forks and we hang a left,
just past the grocery store / gas station on the corner. ll1ere are never any cars at the store, but it's
always open, hoping.someone might stop in for a cold Ale-8 or candy bar, I feel sorry for the store
- not the owners, who really should consider a new line of work, but the store itself It's a quaint
little bUilding, the kind that reminds you of the "good old days" that you see in the black-and-white
episodes of The Andy Griffith Show, when people strolled down to Wally's for a bottle of pop and
a chewing oflhe fat. I watch that show and laugh at how ridiculous it all seems, but at the same time
I wish things were really that simple. I wish towns were that warm and welcoming. I wish there
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was a place where people still stood around outside, gossiping and talking about the latest Rock
Hudson picture and laughing. I wish that corner store didn't look so lonely.
A long straight stretch of highway leads to the entrance, and the car is becoming more and
more quiet. My sister is staring out the window, her body plastered to the door to maximize her
comfort zone. TIle parents have finished discussing the apathy of old women and are now solemn,
their eyes straight ahead. I'm having trouble breathing. I don't like it out here amongst the wide~
open farms and clear skies. TIlere's too much space, too much wiggle room, to the point that I
would rather sit in a dark closet in the fetal position than be here. Acres and acres of running room,
and I still feel cramped.
1he gate is the model lor all gates in Tim Burton movies, tall and iron and GothiC, yet always
open, always inviting. I find it sickening. Why have a gate at all? What needs to be guarded here?
1his isn't Fort Knox. 1his isn't the White House. On the other hand, what is going to escape? The
flowers? The marble slabs? Nothing is leaVing. 111is field is life's terminal degree. 111is is a place
where hope crawls to die in silence. 111is is a dead place.
TIlere's no parking, so Dad has to bring the car to a stop along the side of the thin asphalt
trail that winds through the patches of graves. People are in such a rush when we come that I
fear getting crushed by an inattentive mourner and joining my grandfather six feet below. TIlere
is a poison in the air - I think that's why everyone wants to throw their flowers as close to the
tombstone as possible and then get the hell out of here. You can smell the stale stench ofloss, even
over the drifting, mixing odors of poorly chosen flowers. A wreath of roses can't mask death. I'm
having trouble breathing again.
We find my grandfather's grave, and when I see it I think of it as John L's grave. I don't leel
good about that. I never knew him, was never cradled in his arms as a giggling newborn, was never
able to jump onto his lap and ask him questions about war and telephones and barbequing. He
died a few years before I was born. So I call him the same thing that his li'iends would have called
him, that my grandmother called him, because I never got to call him Papaw Corbin. As I watch
my father place a bundle of yellow flowers above his father, I wonder if they were his favorites. I
look at the small American Hag beside his grave, and I wonder ifhe was truly proud ofhis service in
the military. I stand silently with my family and wonder what he would have looked like standing
beside me in a photo before the school dance. Would he approve of me going to a school dance?
\Vould life be fundamentally different with John L. here? I struggle to breathe and try to imagine .
a world where my grandmother was willing to leave her dim trailer, or even more far~ tetched, a
world where my grandparents were still in the family home on Slate Avenue, cooking chicken on
the homemade grill out back and watching their grand kids play on the hill sloping towards Slate
Creek. I try to imagine a world where my father still had a brother and our families weren't so
distant and aw"~ward. I try to imagine, but the fog of depression starts to clog my sinuses. 1here's
no pOint in imagining my grandfather. John L. died without knOWing me; and I'll die without
knOWing him.
Twenty minutes have passed, and we're settling back into our roles in tlle car. Dad locks
his seatbelt, turns the key, and exhales deeply. It's brief, but I catch it, and I suddenly recognize
my grandfather in him. TIley look like clones in all the photos we have at the house, but I never
really noticed it until now. And I realize that all of the scenarios, all of the vivid imaginings, all of
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the hope that feels so lost is still sitting here in this four-door Camry. My grandfather is thirty feet
away; resting in a cramped box, but he is also two feet away; directing his family down the road as
best as he can, past the dying farmlands and the dead schools, and he is also in my seat, shifting his
legs and looking forward to returning home. All I need to learn from my grandfather is what I can
learn from my father - loyalty, working as hard as you can, confronting your problems with grit and
stubborn wilL And we leave this dead place, this monument to lives fulfilled, and I start to stretch
out and plan a trip to the corner store for a cold bottle of pop and some fat to chew with my father. I
want to ask him about my grandfather's military service and whether he ever talked about what he
saw: I want to ask him what John L. thought about school dances. J just want to know everything,
. and the idea that ['m missing a lot less than I once thought, that I actually found something living
in the dead place, helps me breathe a little easier.
I just hope this renewed sense of meaning lasts longer than it did after our last visitwithJohn
L.
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Alex Schulz
What Are You TalkingAbout, Mr. P?
The sun works its way up past the horizon. I'm already awake and am simply trying to fight it.
It is useless. I never sleep past the sun. [ go into the bathroom and experience the slow laucet drip
that has become my urination. I put my slippers and robe on before making my way down the stair
to the kitchen. Eggs. I'll have eggs today. I crack, scramble and turn on the burner. I look out the
window, watch the leaves fall. I feel Ellie's hand on my shoulder.
' They're danCing," she says, 'a waltz. Waltz with me Mr. P"
' It will be my pleasure, Mrs. P"
I turn around and she is not there. She's dead again and my eggs are burning. They fill the
room with a yellow smoke. It sticks to the wall, it sticks t6 my skin. [ begin to cough. [ open the
back door and throw the pan out into the yard. I'll deal with it later. Maybe I should just go to the
gallery early this morning.
I dress. Black pants, white shirt, black tie, hat and shoes. A unitl)rm? What authority does it
really give me? I fix a lunch; toast some rye bread and wrap it in a paper towel, make a thermos of
coffee, grab a peach and put it all in a brown, paper sack. I take my threadbare suit jacket from the
hall closet. It hangs loosely on my skilmy frame. TIle thrift stores are the only ones that carry the
clothes I like anymore. I don't know if that's funny, or ironic, or what.
TIl e October wind is cool. It should be muder by mid-day, but I won't be coming home until
dusk. It will be cold again. TIle streets are almost empty. Saturday is the day to sleep in. The last of
the fog is burning away when I arrive. Mike is not there yet. Arrive used to mean to come ashore.
But so many people don't travel the sea anymore.
"Mr. P, you're early today." Mike says, stepping towards me.
"Had some kitchen trou ble today. It was best to get out."
"[ hear you. Greg knows his way around a meal, but me, I just burn things. Left-overs too:
I sm ile. Mike had invited me over one night. His boyfriend was cooking he told me, and they
were haVing some people ti'om the gallery. I had to decline. I wasn't uncomfortable around him, I
was just uncomtOrtable.
"Won't have any patrons for a while, but we will. \Ve finally got that photo series."
"TIle Michelangelo? "
"Yes."
It will be interesting to see what happens today. TIlis new show has been advertised in the
paper for weeks. A whole photo series of the work of Michelangelo. But the light is changed, used
in ways that are supposed to make the feeling of the paintings entirely diflerent.
"But come: Mike continues, "rest your leet betore you clock in: He unlocks the door with a
huge set of keys and Lstop smiling.
I go inside, hang my coat, and take my place on my bench. Mike goes to the back and begins
to flick on the lights. As they snap on, each yells out- Security. Security. Security. I take the small
badge out of my pocket, pin it to the fi'ont of my shirt and wait tor the people. It seems that mostly
women come through here, the occasional boyfriend, but mostly women.
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When the first one arrives I get up and stamp my time card. I feel the thud of the machine
shake my core. I stand against the wall. Mike turns on the music. He always plays pop music for
big openings.
I move to the back room where the speakers are off, the music is still faintly audible fi'om the
other room. I watch as others come and go.1he photos appear to be making for good conversation.
1he voices blend together. A low hum rises up beneath the music and I concentrate on it. I don't
hear the words, just tlle hum. I dose my eyes. Listen. Mike is so distracted by the crowd iliat he
doesn't notice me. I don't even understand the formality of having a security guard in a place like
this, maybe Mike just lelt sorry Il)r me when I was looking for a job after the accident. I think about
this everyday while I'm here, and most of the time I can get away with these reprieves. Sometimes
Mike chides me in a patronizing way. "Can't have our learless guard loafing;' he says, or something
to that extent. I'm sale for now:
The crowd starts to pick up. I make a few slow rounds before going on my lunch break. I go to
the back room and unscrew the lid to my coffee and warm it in the microwave. I spoon sugar into
the thermos. TIle grains seem to fall in slow motion. As I watch, my legs begin to feel weak. Does
one suddenly become old? No 1've been old. But, does one suddenly feel it?
I go to my bench and sit. I take offmy hat and rub the bald spot in tlle middle of my head. One
does feel the years on that patch of skin. I unwrap the bread and take a bite. Crumbs sprinkle my
shirt. I brush them off and look up. TIlere's Laura, that art student from the college. She's drifitng
through the front room and I think I see her look in my direction. Mike pokes his head in.
"Mr. P, are the speakers working in here?"
"No sir."
"J'm going to see what I can do about that."
His head is gone again. I wish he wouldn't do that. I turn my head to the painting in fiunt
of me and realize that it is also new. Ifit wasn't lor me, it could have gone the whole day without
anybody seeing it. A mermiad rests on a rocky shore with a white-caped sea in the background, Her
bare breasts are partially covered by her long, light brown hair. Her fish tail is tucked beneath her. I
Sip my coffee, finish my toast and put my hand on the peach. My fingertips caresses the thin velvet
. A little juice leaks out as my nail lightly pierces the skin. Laura walks in.
I rise. I try to smooth tile white waves on my head. I walk towards her. Laura. She comes to the
gallery a lot to study pieces for school. She's the only regualr that speaks to me, has conversations.
She stops in front of the mermiad and stares. I come stand beside her. I can smell her perfume. I
clear my throat.
"Oh Mr. P, it's you. I was a million miles away."
"Sounds lovely my dear."
A guitar rift issues from the wall.
"What is that Mr. P?"
"To everything, turn, turn, turn. 'flure is a season, turn, turn, turn. And a time to every
purpose, under heaven. "
"That's Mike. He's fixing the stereo." Does it have to be now l
"A time to be born, a time to die, a time to plant, a time to reap, a time to kill, a time to
heal. A time to laugh, a time to weep."
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Laura smues faintly. She's wearing a teal sweater and blue jeans. Her skin a milky white beneath
a bright yellow braclet.
' To eve'ything, turn, turn, turn, There is a season, turn, turn, turn, And a time to every
purpose, under heaven:
"He does have it quite loud; she says.
"A time to build up, a time to break down, a time to dance, a time to mourn, a time to cast
away stones, a time to gather stones together."
"Do you want me to see what [ can do?"
"To everything, turn, turn, turn. There is a season, turn, turn, turn. And a time to every
purpose, under heaven."
'Oh Mr P you're sweet, but it's not necessary."
'A time of love, a time of hate, a time of Walj a time of peace, a time you may embrace, a
time to refrain from embracing.'·
"Yes Laura." There is a musical break in the song. ] almost feel there is a storm in my hair. I try
to calm it again. "[ see that you have found the new painting as wei\."
"To everything, turn, turn, turn, There is a season, turn, turn, turn, And a time to eve,y
purpose, under heaven:
"I painted it:
"A time to gain, a time to lose, a time to rend, a time to sew, a time for love, a time for hate,
a time for peace, I swear its not too late 1,"
' You painted it/ " I yell, then realize that the speakers have gone off again.
"] cut a deal with Mike so that] could try and sell it, pay for student loans, you know:'
] suddenly become aware of Laura's light brown hair in the painting. ] can't help but imagine
her own bare breasts. 1double check her for a fish tail. The blood rises to my face.
' I admire it:'
'Oh, Mr. P" She gives my arm an affectionate pinch and smiles.
We stare a moment more at the painitng.
"W hat is new with you my sweet?"
"School, you knmv. That boy I told you about, we split up:
"I'm so sorry, Laura:
"I'm better off." She begins to hum the tune of the absent song and voices the last line, ;'1swear
it's not too late:
My hand is on her hip. The line where jeans turn to skin. Is that a look offearl It can't be. My
hand comes up and brushes the small, blonde hairs on her face. The peach, oh the peach. She
flinches. I hold tighter.
'Oh Laura, come away with me. Tonight. We'll steal away while everyone is asleep. Nobody
will see us. And we can get away from here, from these dead streets, from gallaries and schools.
Hotels. Hotels can be cheap and the love made in there is oh so much more. We can just get in the
car and go to the beach, any beach. Florida! A white sand beach, oysters on the halt:shell with the
red cocktail sauce. We could go to this beach in the painting, your beach. We could layout beside
each othel~ embrace and wait for the tide. Don't you see, it's not that you suddenly become aware
I. Words adapted from the Book of Ecclesiastes, music by Pete Seeger.
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of age- age becomes aware of you. But you have a small window of opportunity to leave through
before age catches on. The question is not, to be or not to be, but how to be. Ellie I I used to make
things with my hands. Ellie!"
She was struggling against my grip. Tears. Tears welled up in her eyes and made rivulets down
her cheeks. Black streaks from her mascera.
"What are you talking abo ut Mr. P? What are you talking about!"
Her voice was raised. Why did she seem to be pleading? Her braclets clanged as she twisted.
I telt a pair of hands on my shoulders trom behind.
H '

'Laura Wells? "
"Yes."
"I'm here to see the paintings."
"Yes, come in."
The man stepped into the apartment and looked around and then looked Laura up and
down. She was disgusted by his all to obvious appraisal of her.
"The pieces are through here."
Theywalked into her studio and he sized up several of the paintings.
"111is one; he said picking up one of an old l11an with wispy; white hair. "He has a sadness.
What is it called?"
"Love Song:'
"How much?"
"111at one is not for sale. I'm son/'
"But it's the best piece. The strokes are flawless. I must have it for my gallery:'
"You can't put that on a wall:'
'Ofcourse youcan.lt's a painting."
"111at's not what I meant at all."
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Sarah Ruark
A Sea Holiday
I saw the Sea today,
Her smiling mouth agape
She seemed so peaceful in her home
I sat down to visit with her.
We talked oflove
. Life and Death
Tea and Cookies
Nursery Rhymes
Is all vanity>
I began to shout
She was silent
Suent still
Slowly creeping
Creeping
Creeping
Up and Up
Till was swallowed
Drowned and Cone
Then spit out
Like a rat in the sewer
Picked myself up
Spit in her tilce
Thanks for the helpl
Guess she didn't have advice after all
Pity
Ohwell
That's what I get for asking the artwork
Instead of the artist.
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Killer

o the times I've murdered you with my eyes
What is it?
A thousand l
A million}
We love,
We despise,
(Are they not one and the same?)
Yet, I kinda like you.
1hey should lock me up
Put me on trial
I'm a threat to everyone
Especially my own soul.
Why do you let me go free}
Do you not see the blood on my hands?
I have gone mad trying to curse away the sanguine stains !i'om my fingernails.
Yet, still I breathe.
What justice
Maybe that's the pointI'm on borrowed time
I'll be dead tomorrow,
Today I live.
Justice is waitjng,
With her blind eyes
Peeking out form under her blindfOld
Waiting for the day
Good thing I've got someone to keep her at bay
She'llnev.er ti)' me up tllr supper
That blood-lust has been sated
And,nowI'm free
To kill once more.
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Amy Stevens
Under tlte Rain
The rain fell on his shoes, erasing dirt stains he had long since forgotten. In the dim lights of
the cabin porch, he stared at the visible sheets ofwater with disinterest and rai"sed the beer he fished
from the refrigerator to his lips. The cool liquid was tastelessly bitter on his tongue. His feet were
soaked, and his back telt sore where it was pressed against the wall.
The time had come.
He took another swig.
For a while, he listened to the awkward pattern of raindrops slamming into the cabin's shed,
knOWing he was in the painful stage of denial. He couldn't indulge in it anymore, couldn't pretend
that living in their house didn't bother him.
The door swung open, throwing a rectangle oflight onto his face. He cupped a hand across
his brow.
His daughter closed it qUickly atter joining him on the porch, wrapped in a long synthetic
green robe. Her eyes took in his disheveled form and soaking shoes.
"Dad, what on earth are you doing?"
"I'm sitting,' he said.
She looked at his shoes again, tempting him to take them off and hand them to her.
"Your shoes are ... "
"So are my socks."
"You're not drunk?"
"No,jessie, I'm sober, just had one bottle of beer; he said, reaching for the empty bottle and
plaCing it where she could see it.
"I've been thinking;' he said.
' Yeah?" she asked.
"I want to move into the home."
She gaped at him. He looked away
"Really?"
His stomach turned sickly as he felt himselfnod.
"I; his voice faltered. Clearing his throat, he dragged a hand through his hair. "I think it would
be best;' he explained.
With her pertectly layered red hair,Jessie stared at him and clasped her hands as ifin prayer.
"You're doi ng this because none of us can stay here. Mark has his law office in the City and 1
have my kids. That's it isn't it; she said.
He nodded and they sat silently for a moment. jessie fiddling with her hands and her dad
staring into the wet ground. He couldn't bring himself to tell her that she and her brother were
right. He simply missed Daisy too much to go on living in the home they created together.
"Why?" she asked suddenly
His head snapped towards her. He blinked at her several times. ' \I\'hat?"
"Why the sudden change of heart? You were so intent on keeping this house."
He went for an indifferent shrug. "I realized that it would be better."
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'Just that?" she asked with disbelief
'Just that."
"Really, Dad? It has nothing to do with staying in this house by yourself? Or mom? It has
nothing to do with .. :
·'Jessie."
"If something is happening, it's my right to ... »
"Stop; he said, pinning her with a dark glare.
She met his stare evenly, unperturbed.
' Fine, Dad, rH call Meadow Park Retirement home tirst tb.i.ngin the morning."She pulled the
door open viciously, and the hinges screeched in protest. It slammed after her.
He pulled his feet from under the rain, setting the heavy shoes beneath his drawn knees. He
cursed the bottle for being empty and wished he'd slipped into Bo Bo's Bar when JeSSie wasn't
looking. He was going to a nursing home.
At the funeral home, nothing seemed real. It was just a horrible dream and Albert knew that
he would wake up next to hiswite and she'd be mad because hewoke her up. Hewould see her dim
outline in the glow of the moon, wrap his arms around her and go back to sleep, her hair brushing
the bottom of his chin. Instead, he was there surrounded by all of their memories, her stuff still
exactly as she'd left it. Her brushes were arranged across the dresser in their bedroom, the clip she
liked to wear in her hair sat just to the side, and pieces of her favorite jewelry were scattered nearby.
1he jacket she always wore when they went walking lay draped across the arm chair by the £I'ont
door, her favorite mug sat beside the coffee pot, a note shed made herselfabout groceries hung on
the fridge. 1he smell of her perfume lingered in the air and on her clothes still hanging neatly on
the closet. His Daisy. The only woman he ever loved.
He could imagine that she would come through the door any minute, yelling at him about
the mess he left in the kitchen or the tishing pole laying across the couch.
;l\lbert; she'd say, "Just what in Cod's name do you think you're doing with that stuff all over
my clean house?"
It .made his chest clench. He was aching to inhale her sweet skin. She was everywhere,
sweetly parting her lips, curling her slim fingers into his hail~ and yet she would never really be there
again.
When he came in ti'om long days of piddling in the yard or tooling around in his woodshop
there was no one there to ask where he'd been. No one to care that he even came back. No one
with a fresh baked pie for a snack or a homemade meal on the stove for supper. No smiling bce,
even if she tried to act mad and no teasing about the mud he tracked in from his nasty boots.
When she'd been there, he never once thought about those things. She always had freshly made
food, she'd always cleaned up his mess because time after time he never learned to leave his boots
at the door, and even if she was aggravated she still welcomed him with a smile.
Now he spent his evenings slouched on the couch with a beer in one hand and the remote in
the other. lllat's where he'd stay late into the night, most times all night, because he couldn't face
the half empty bed. 111e bed with the side next to the wall that was still molded perfectly to fit her
tl1rm. With the sheets she picked out and the homemade qUilt she toiled over all winter long last
year. 111e last qUilt she made.
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The aching presence of her absence filled his heart each day. She'd passed a little over a year
ago, and he couldn't seem to move past it no matter how hard he tried, no matter what he did, He
missed her. He thought about her everyday. He was lonely and she wasn't there, His kids told him
to make friends, to go out and talk to people his own age, He went to BoBo's bar in town, but he
couldn't talk to the people there, 1hey were all halfhis age, His kids even suggested a retirement
home, but he had been adamant that it was unnecessary for him to live in such a place, After all, he
could take care of himself Eventually they gave up on that notion, Now he was thinking that they
may have been right Perhaps he should give up the house and give a new place a try, A place with
other people who were feeling the same way, whose lives were imbedded in similar heartaches, A
place where she had never been,
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Chris Prewitt
Met" A esthetics
Anachronisms pulling gravel onto the highway,
Aged leather, bronzed and rippled, the mosquito women,
Mechanisms in rusting transition, operate.
Glazed weather, unaplom bCi rain dripping, their lemon
Locks unnatural. Wrinkled bywhat fumes
Were you and occurred in whose home~
Stocks of malodorous com bustion in bloom
Purr in cylinders. Destructions that must be honed.

Essay on Humility: Under the Employment of Mr. Gill William Rittler
1.
The wasp, one of a hive,
impregnated my hand with
toxins. By an hour's end,
I was looking at an open
grapefruit-half as consolation.
Stung lifting the hive-boat ti'om
the pond, I assisted Mr. Gill
(as he wanted to be addressed) .
I started my first summer
prior to high school working
on his private land. A
farmer that got lucky, he
entered a tl)reVer settlement
of golden eggs bysuing
a truck company as his
daughter was decapitated
in her cap and gown in
the very hour that she'd
entered the realm of tassel
adjustment: a consequence
ofa drivers (OCaUK dependency.
While we were by the pond,
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he examined lines. TIley reminded
me of wax floss. TIley dangled
bits of meat- turtle Mr. Gill
was hopeful. "[ set the traps
overnight; he said. Success.
Six turtles, snappers, took the bait.
"Have you ever handled a turtle?"
he asked. "No, never: "Well, your
l~and's swollen, so you get back
in the truck, and ru get them."
Compressed objects in the passenger
side mirrot; I watched that model
'34 hold the ridge-shelled snappers by
the tail, throwing them in a plastic
Glade garbage can in the truck bed.
II.
At his homestead, I convinced
myself of two things: that
the weather was cooling down
and that I was in preparation
for monk hood, my fat and umbilical
cord detaching from my body
by the sweat Still, I longed
for dismissal, salutations, payment.
What in this Southern heat
made me hanker for Iried chicken,
toast, graY}'? I thought to myself
Clutching my untucked shirt, I
remembered my noxious pregnancy,
laughing, calling it a craVing.
Mr. Gill returned from adytum
with a sledgehammer and a silver
cooking pot with a tilting lid.
He set his implements down, pulled
offhis cap, the ice caps
melting every year. ' You're
done for the day," he said, lowering
the Glade trash can on its side.
"My dad is picking me up. He won't
be here for fifteen more minutes.'
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"Well, you can relax. Mywife is coming
out with your pay." ' j he lid aJal; one
snapper stepped into a Birch-made shading.
Mr. Gill William Rittler, whose lite is
marked by miracles, again
bad the snapper by the tail.
1his time, though, it turned
its head to bite. He released
it like an Olympic disc. It
landed on its back, its arms
and legs in revolution. He
placed an eleven inch Lugz
across the snapper's chest plate,
his hammer prepped, and brought
it down on its head. From
that silver pot he found a knife
and slit the snapper's throat,
discarded the main line of offense
over his shoulder, diverged the
shell, exposing organs, filling
his pot, considering the yellow
dumplings and their function s. "My
dad likes tUltle meat. 1find it
tough." By the tail again he held
this leafless book; split cover to cover.
He said, "l don't eat turtle meat.
Its use to me ends with bait:'
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Derek Piecry
Where Art Thou?
I sang outside your window tonight, I sang like a love sick bird.
I sang my heart right away, and yet I could not be heard.
Louder I sang and louder still,Just a bit more sound to wake thee,
I rose my voice above the crickets, and yet you could not hear me.
Screaming my love up unto the sky, hoping to bring you forth,
My voice carried for miles and miles, and yet I was left but hoarse.
Silently I crept homeward bound, I knew you did not care,
As I trudged into my yard, I was surprised to find you there.
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Stephen Graham
Outside a Festival
Through the din, Nicholas heard the good news; his father would be coming to the festival
after all. His older brother John told him inside the gambling tent, then poured a half-empty bottle
of water over his head, laughed, and ran off Nicholas scowled, then smiled. He turned to his
mother who, at the moment, was dealing novelty-sized playing cards to a circle oflarge, noisy men.
She looked tired; her smile looked thin. 'TIle air smelled like beer. He would not tell her.
He rushed out of the tent, out of its heavy pink glow and into the bright, startling sunlight. It
was the second day of the Saint Joseph parish festival, and the interior school ground was strewn
with tents and food carts and big colorful game booths. Nicholas ran from booth to booth, and
finally found his younger brother Peter throWing darts at balloons. They rode the teacup ride
together. Latel; he saw Jared Meyers standing with his parents outside of the suent auction tent
and waved but did not go over. He saw Tiffany Elliott's older sister eating from a bag of popcorn
near the gymnasium entrance. W hen she saw him, he looked away. He told Peter that their father
would be coming. Peter shrugged and Nicholas pinched him.
They were going back to find John, and Peter ran ahead. Nicholas began walking briskly. He
wasn't paying attention, and he bumped into Father Chesnutt.
"Ho! Careful Nicholas: said the father. He planted his large pink hand on Nicholas's shoulder
and slowly pushed him to an arm's length. His white hair looked soft and disheveled.
"SorrY; said Nicholas.
"Where are you running to so qUickly?"
"To find my dad."
"Your dad?" 'TIle father began looking at the boy's face. "I wouldn't have thought he'd be able
to make it tonighf'
Nicholas shrugged.
;< Certainly hes, uh ... he's always welcome to attend."
;< Thanks."
Father Chesnutt smued, and looked above Nicholas's head. 'I hope you'll say hello for me:'
;<1 wul."
Nicholas ran into the courtyard behind the church. It was quiet there. 'TIle noise of the
festival hummed bintly behind him. A fountain, with a statue of the virgin mother, stood solemnly
in front of the church's back entrance. Nicholas picked up a pebble and threw it at the statue. It hit
the face and splashed feebly into the pool.
A long time ago, just before his father had moved away, Nicholas would come here on
'TIlursday evenings after contession, and wait for his mother to finish her work in the back offices.
He would sit on the edge of one of the large stone plant beds and dawdle with his rosary and listen
to the gurgling fountain. He would try to hold strange images in his head: the agony of the crucifix,
the angel perched at the entrance of the tomb. In winter, when night came early and it was dark
and cold and quiet, he would sit with his coat off and see how long he could make it before he had
to put it on. Sometimes, he could go until he saw his mother approaching through the glass in the
back door.
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Sometimes his mind would wander. Once, he imagined himself praying silently in the
courtyard with his eyes closed and his mouth tight and his knees pressing painfully against the
cobblestone. When he opened his eyes the church was crumbling. Tremendous gobs ofbrick and
mortar crashed to the ground. Windows shattered and tell in dazzling wisps all around him. 'The
steeple stood mangled in the moonlight.
'The week after that, he skipped confession. When his parents found out, his mother scolded
him. But he wondered if his father had even known about it. He moved away without ever
mentioning it.
'There were trees in the plant bed that cast shadows on the cobblestone floor. Nicholas turned
and pulled at a twig and felt his stomach twist when it snapped off in his hand. Sunlight pressed
at his tace. His eyes felt swollen and suddenly he felt very tired. He looked blankly at the cracks in
the cobblestone and thought of his mother smiling at the men in the gambling tent and he started
to cry. He broke the twig into two pieces and threw them at the side of the church. 'Then he stood
up and rubbed his eyes with the butt.~ of his palms and spoke qUietly, as he had often done in the
confessional.
"He'll come;' he said.
When he came out of the courtyard, he saw Peter approaching him through the crowd.
"Mom's not working anymore,' said Peter. "She's getting a hot dog with Amy. She said she
wants to see you."
''No. I want to find Dad."
"Is he here?"
"I don't knO\v." Nicholas began walking.
Til come with you."
'They passed along the front campus. The wide cement path was littered with tickets and
cups and bits of food. It was beginning to cool down, and the crowd was growing. Neither of
them spoke. The noise of the crowd swept over them. 1lley passed a mechanized pirate ship that
swung like a massive pendulum in the air. It passed over their heads and groaned heavily. Nicholas
gnashed his teeth while it sat pendant in the air above them for what seemed like a very long time.
Peter watched and smiled. 'The riders cried out spectacularly. It passed back over their heads with
a sudden momentous thrust and swung to the other side of the campus lawn where it touched the
tree line.
"yVhat if the motor broke and they couldn't get it to stop?" said Peter.
"I don't knO\v."
Nicholas scanned the crowd. They passed a booth that sold funnel cakes.
"Wait here;' he said. He returned with a paper plate piled with dough and powdered sugar
and puddled with grease. He held it out to Peter. Peter looked at the cake, then looked at his
brother. Nicholas nodded.
"Take it; he said.
They walked up a grassy hill and crossed a road to a dirt tract where cars had begun to park.
They passed two strange older boys who sat smoking on the trunk of a car. Nicholas looked at
them. 'They were watching him.
"What are you looking at?" one of them called out. "What are you little fucks doing up
here?"
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"We're Just looking tl)r our Dad;' said Nicholas. lhe strangers moved in upon them. One of
them had d long rip in his shirt and dried blood encrusted around his nostrils.
"Your dad isn't here" he said. He smacked Peter's plate from underneath and sent the funnel
cake sailing through the air. The brothers stepped back nervously. Globs ofgreasdaden powdered
sugar fell all around them.
The boy with a torn shirt approached, fists clenched, lips puckered absurdly. The other boy
followed slowly. His mouth and arms were straight. His face was red. He seemed not to breathe.
Peter stooped suddenly and groped at the dusty earth. He lifted himsel£ hopped back, kicked
at the dirt, and hurled a rock at the boy in the rear. It thudded strangely against the side oihis head,
and the boy clutched his ear as he fell to the ground. He pulled himself up gUickly and lunged after
Peter. Nicholas saw blood dappling the side of his face and became vely afraid.
Peter ran. The boy stricken tl)llowed him ; his movement was angry and unwieldy. Nicholas
watched them sprint down the hill and disappear into a crowd ofteenagers.
Then he turned to face the boy with a torn shirt. He never saw him. All at once his head was
filled with tiny pins of hot pain. Everything around him began to blink and he heard grunting in
the distance. The tiny pins became hotter, the blinking became faster. He fell, his chest smacked
the ground.
He felt the boy wrap a wet hand around the back of his neck. TIlen there was a sudden loud
blast of heat behind his head.
"Son ofa bitch." He heard the words but he couldn't understand them. TIle strange boy stood
up and moved off down the hill, cursing faintly.
After what must have been a very long time, Nicholas rolled over and sprawled on the dry
cracked earth. His eyes were hot with tears. His mouth ached. lhe sky was bright and empty
"Where is he?" he thought. "I thought he was coming:
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Jeremy Thacker
Phoenix Scarves (A Contemporary Epitaph)
(1st Place)
I was once a lonely follower ofa thing gone past.
The pages stained, oxidized, fading to an amber welghtPoetry is dead. You are dead. We are dead.
Now barely a meager cyanotic prose - chlorinated) drained, and stuffed We have insinuated a knowledge seeking future built on infrelJ uent thoughts on
dried toast, dirt snmv, waning dirt paths, neighboring gutters, and new
age fluff
'vVe have t()rgotten the meaning ofexpression)
What it is to live, to die, to love, to C1y
"What is their life?"
Taking pictures in tattered scarves in Phoenix summers
Their eyes darkened by a hollow grief that is dug up by two fingers of scotch
It's become a trendy liberalization ofa myalgia;
Live pain to write pain.
A therapeutic epitaph will read,
"Here lies a contemporary movement:'
I do not hear voices anymore
I do not hear lives being lived
We all have father issues.
Ghost Towns and Places in Between

I can see you on the coast,
Where Sundays are blinks and spits away.
You'll drive with Seamus.
Just to realize that there was nothing better to do.
Your sun-blazen, apricot mess will wipe the
Plates oftorsaken mistresses;
Who']] never see the Melungeon moonbow fortress
And the shanty at the peaks of neighboring dreams.
You']] rise to glory and dry like a peach.
1he meat of your fruit still ripe and full.
See: Johnny Peachtree
And
Mayyour groves be plenty
The last stake will be seeded in Everclear ghost towns.
You'll see the pints have dried, but their smell still
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Lingers of rotted gut and gouted toes.
A pat on the back from a swinging door.
Joshua trees will break in your name.
You, my friend, are the desert.
Rescuing wolves and feeding them to babies.
Seahorse dancing in the salty brine left from what
Life has struggled.
You have conquered
You have worked.
On tbe road, and on my time,
We'll race greyhounds and barHies.
Become one with the mull:
And in the process we'll become men.
Then, dirty men.
Finally, dirty old men.
Hunters and gatherers, my rriend.
The hunted becomes the hunter.
And if we'll see tbe day where ghost towns boom,
Joshua trees renamed, and baskets of peaches spill
To your shins.
Then we'll know we were something.
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Theresa Lang
Piano
I sit alone playing on the piano
Each note holds the sadness buried deep
Its okay-go, cheat, and lie
111en come home to me and my piano
Admirers come ii·om all arou nd to hear the sound
It reverberates through their lives
Somber tales with somber words
A happy word "Forever" has a place
On the metronome, count down
Until one of us breaks
Until the end
Until the last note
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Misty Skaggs
Pellch Fuzz
(1st place)
The bland, beige hallways of the small town high school echoed. Stories sprang up trom the
parking lot in the early mornings and flitted into every classroom by noon. Each time the door of
a puke green locker squeaked open a rumor flew out and spread its wings. It occurred to me that
my peers were truly stimulated for the first time in our collective academic career. Algebra classes
and long winded lectures on the works ofJesse Stuart had been putting kids to sleep for years
at this particular institution. But suddenly, all were alert and eager to learn. One unborn, bastard
child stirred the curiosity of an entire student body. Gossip was now the curriculum and the whole
school was ready to conjure up anA+ story
TI1ere were open forum discussions on abortion conducted in smelly, smoke-filled bathrooms.
Both sides of the debate were represented and argued tervently by fifteen year old girls.
The right wing gasped - "Can't ya'il realize that's a BABY in there? Christ, that's like, you know,
killin' a babyl"
More liberal positions stated - "Yeah, well I know I wouldn't blame her ifshe did get the little
brat sucked out. I wouldn't want my cooter gettin' stretched like that l'
Marlboro Menthol Lights dangled from glossed lips and bright red cherries jiggled as remarks
grew increasingly heated.
Scientific questions were raised in the locker room after a losing ball game. Queries were
posed in the cracking voices of under c1assmen.
"You think he's really the daddy:> I heard that bitch was messing around with half the team:'
' TI1ey can test for that shit. I saw it on MonteJ:'
"Yeah, DNA. Genetic testing or something. But what the hell's DNA anyway:>"
Conversations were practically existential. Could science be trusted? Could the bitch
be trusted? Could a combination of technology and adultery save the team's star forward fi'om his
home spun responsibilities with State championships looming so close to her due date?
No one would've cared ifshe had been a different girl; ifshe had simply been a name on
the roster.1hose were absentee girls, the girls who wore their lipstick a little too bright, their skirts
a little too short. 1hose were the girls who had drunken daddies and partied all weekend with
much older boyfriends on houseboats tethered at Big Bone Lick. We expected these girls to turn
up knocked up. Standard procedure called for them to disappear when the "condition" became
obvious. One or two a year would drop out, never to be seen again.
But you can't banish the homecoming queen. Not from her own kingdom. She had been the
mascot of all things feminine in our close knit communit),. Lacy Henderson wasn't just a name in
Black Bottom, Kentucky - she was a perfectly coilted entity. Yes, her name brand clothes had been
put away, but they were qUickly replaced by tasteful maternity outfits. If Pregnant Teen Vogue
suddenly hit the newsstand, Lacy Henderson might have been a cover girl. Her Iloat-y dresses
in flirty pastels accented that infamous natural glm¥' And since her visits to the tanning bed had
ceased, the artificial orange taded out to be replaced by a healthy pink hue that highlighted her
natural blonde hair.
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Until the second trimester, Lacy held tight to her place on the cheerleading squad, digging in
with manicured nail s. When her stomach started to swell out from under the little white uniform
she was relegated to the sidelines and outfitted with a track suit. She kept on painting pep squad
signs with a smile on her !ace. She had been the target ofraging hormones since we'd hit sixth grade
and she'd hit a Ccup. Now she was paying for it. And so were we.
Lacy Henderson refused to politely fade away. And I admired her conviction. She
was standing right here in front of us, big as a house, delivering an informative speech on how to
change diapers. Her cute, pink t-shirt proudly shouted "BABY ON BOARD!" The c-cup bra had
been increased to at least a double D. But the boys didn't stare at her the way they used to. They
didn't stare with lust sparkling in their eyes and their tongues hanging out. Instead they stared with
accusation. They stared with mouths agape in shock.1l1ey averted their gazes when she met them
head on with her piercing bl ue eyes.
My mind drifted as the eight months pregnant beauty queen in tront of me launched into
a well-rehearsed discourse on the dangers of diaper rash. Lacy and I shared two memorable
moments in our twelve years of schooling, both of which had unfolded in a ladies' roon1.
Back in fourth grade, the girls were shuffled offfor bathroom breaks four at a time. Four girls,
four stalls, five minutes. At the beginning of the semester the class had been allowed to choose up
for bathroom buddies.As usual, I was the odd girl out, mostly because I was the odd girl in general.
'While ilie rest of my female classmates were experimenting with make-up and shaving, I was
reading thick biographies of Diane Fosse and Eleanor Roosevelt and hiding behind equally tluck
glasses. In the end, I was annexed to her group by teacher supervision. My "bathroom buddies"
consisted of Lacy, Stacey, Tessa and Vanessa. I always thought the rhyme scheme was no accident,
really These girls had teamed up since kindergarten to rule the school. Before our communal trips
to the lavatory, not one of them had ever uttered a word in my direction. When someone finally
deemed it proper to speak to me, it wasn't the happy moment I had hoped tor trom afar. I was
standing at the sink washing up when Lacy spoke "So Bea, you got any peach fuzz yet?" she inquired with a polite look on her face.
Her followers giggled. Tessa's laugh was the worst, high-pitched and squealing like a cartoon
hyena. I felt the hot blush of shame and ignorance crawling up the back of my neck and spreading
to my face. I had no clue what Lacy meant.1l1e far offidea of sprouting pubic hair had never even
occurred to me before.
"I don't think peaches are in season yet ... " I muttered, unsure of bow else to answer and
flustered that she had even spoken to me.
"No, no, no. Peach fuzz. Don't you know what that means? Don't you have any?" she asked
again. More cackles.
"Oh, yeah, peach fuzz. I've got a lot." I replied, staring down at my hands, hoping they might
reveal an answer that would please her.
Lacy, Stacey, Tessa and Vanessa burst into laughter that rang out from the little girls' room. For
the I'est of the year I was known throughout the fourth grade as "Big Bush Beall'ice':
Our second encounter happened much later, in our eighth grade year. My mothel; claiming
that I wasn't "developing satis[,ctorily SOCially" sent me to my first school dance. Minutes after she
dropped me oft; I fled the gymnasium in sheer terror of slow dances and making small talk. Since
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the library was all locked up, I was forced to hunker down in the bathroom and wait out the evening
with my copy ofWuthering Heights for company. Some sappy slow song blasted forth from the
festivities and suddenly; I wasn't alone. I heard the restroom door swing open, slam against the
wal!. The entrance was followed by an odd whimper and a sinking thud. For the first lew minutes,
] pulled my leet up and prayed qUietly that no one would find me hiding, reading alone in my ill
fitted dress.
But the thud was followed shortly by sobbing) loud and long and low: ] ventured out of the
salety of my stall to find Lacy Henderson - the romantic heroine of junior high- collapsed on the
filthy floor, crying deeply into the crook of her arm. She didn't see me watching her, or at least she
didn't acknowledge me. 1seriously considered making a break for it, losing myself in some other
hallway or simply retreating back to my toilet seat. Instead, I sat on the cold tile next to her, tugging
at the hem of my skirt.
'Are you okay!" 1asked.
"This was our songl" she whimpered in a snot tilled voice] had never heard from her full lips.
"Boys are such ass holes Bea."
For a split second] was surprised that she remembered my name, this lallen princess. Her
dress, as opposed to my own homemade contraption) fit perfectly and she looked like royalty even
with a slick) slimy trail dripping trom her nose. Our worlds were so far apart that it was easy to
tl1rget we'd known one another from the age offive.
"] wouldn't knO\/' ] ventured, feeling brave) reaching out to stroke her bare shoulder
consolingly.
"You're lucky Bea, you're lucky the boys don't like you:' she countered.
My heart hurt. The loneliness] experienced growing up seemed to reach culmination
right there on the bathroom floor. She was right. TIle boys most detinitely didn't like me. ] didn't
espeCially like the boys) either. 1had never been kissed; 1had never even held hands with a member
of the opposite sex. TIle closest I came to romantic interludes were Heathcliff and Catherine on
some foreign) mist covered moor. I stroked her hair and bit my lip to keep from joining her in tears.
TI1e boy she was crying over would be the very same one who had somehow convinced her that
he was "all~rgic to condoms" years later. He was tall) dark and handsome. And she was right, he was
an ass hole. Always had been.
"He's an asshole anyway." ] pronounced resolutely; clearing my throat and ignoring her
unintended insult. "Why would you cry over that particular asshole when there's a whole gym
full of eligible assholes in there that would practically castrate themselves to have one dance with
you?"
"I don't know.l just don't know:' She moaned, "] love him, ] guess."
Her head somehow found its way into my lap. I stroked her long blonde hair and wondered
how in the world she made it so soft. vVe sat in silence until the sappy slow song died down.
"Well, you'll be happy to know 1 finally cultivated some peach fuzz." ] joked.
]tworked. She laughed. TI1e sound was warm and genuine as she looked up at me. Suddenly;
she rose to her feet and brushed herselfoff She looked in the mirror and wiped away the dark drips
of mascara that had run down her face. Lacy was restored in an instant, beautiful and happy once
again. i telt warm inside to know I'd had some part in it.
"] wish i were smart like you, Bea. Sometimes] hate being pretty." She said, reaching over to
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pat my head like you might pat an affectionate mutt. Before I could muster a thank you, she floated
away on a pink tulle skirt to return to her position of popularity. Not another word had passed
between us since.
A chorus of giggles roused me from my nostalgic daydreams. r recognized Tessa's cackle
instantaneously. She was sitting in the back of the classroom, surrounded by several redneck boys
camouflaged in brand name clothing. As our glances met, she flipped her dyed hair and nodded
toward the front.
"'Step two ... " Ihe speaker intoned in a practiced voice "is how to deal with a number two l "
Lacy laughed a little at her own joke and leaned over the baby doll in tront of her. She
. dramatically produced a box of baby wipes and Johnson's powder; one in each hand. At first, I
thought people were snickering at her bad pun. But remarks from the back of the classroom
intl1rmed me otherwise.
"Somebody ought to milk that cow:' A male voice chuckled.
I tl1und myself staring at Lacy; staring straight at the two wet spots forming on the ti'ont of her
t-shirt. My gasp was audible. She was lactating. Mother's milk oozed from her breasts ar1d soaked
through her bra. Ihe spots, located directly where her nipples would be, were growing larger and
more noticeable by the minute.
r don't really Imow what spurred me into action; what tempted me to defend this familiar
stranger, but r was out of my seat in a matter of seconds and rushing down the hallway. My right
hand found the bright box that screamed "FOR E1'v1ERGENCY USE ONLY" in capital letters.
I yanked hard and the result was immediate and deatening. The fire alarm sounded, beckoning
everyone into the street in Ii'ont of Black Bottom High. Doors slammed open and kids hollered,
Lacy's pink t-shirt was surrounded and swept away by a crowd of concerned follow·ers.
As I loitered outside in the sunshine, I noticed the school nurse ushering Lacy towards the
bathroom of the barbershop across the way: When she emerged, she had shed the bright pink
t-shirt declaring her pride in the upcoming arrival. She wore an unflattering srnock that showed the
stretchy waistband of her maternity jeans. People whispered, but she held her head high and found
my eyes across the crowd. She approached me slowly; cautiously; and stood two feet away from me
until we got the 'all clear" Signal. We didn't speak.
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TARAL THOMPSON

Watermelon Pleasures
Digital Photograph
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Cicada Supper
Dry flies sing a summer song.
Nature's occasional accompanists
raising collective, clicking voice to the hills
and the sky
and a god who grants life in small doses.
1he tune is always the same.
. Buzzingtenoron the breeze,
reverberating through the trees,
shaki ng limb and leaf and sanity.
An auditory force.
TIle yellow veined wing beats
on my eardrum.
TIle crunch of discarded shells,
beneath bare toes ...
Visceral, edible.

If! open my mouth wide enough,
I can taste rich vibrations thumping my tongue and teeth.
I can swallow the whole brood
and feel a thousand bulging red eyes
peering at my insides.
Tiny, pin-prick legs take hold
to hunker down
and wait.
My cicada supper will digest
gestate
for seventeen years.
A new breed of nymphs spawned,
indifferently making their way into red and blue veins,
intestingevery inch of me.
growing, changing.
Waiting to emerge ti'om the pits oimy stomach
the tips ofmytingers,
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timbals crashing
as they tickle a noisy path
over my esophagus.
If! open my mouth wide enough
and clear my throat
I can release a plague.

Barbra Webb
Come Clean
Alice pays homage
to Wimpies restaurant
on the corner of 5th and Main
serving raisin pie
to a pumpkin-carved grin.
Alice is all too familiar
with the oil-dim pocket
and the pungent odor
laced with coffee and grime
it chokes her
as she refills the cracked porcelain
careful to snatch her hand
from the dirt encrusted claws.
Nails that'scraped her skin
outside the diner
with whiskey still fresh
upon stale breath
just one kiss, he begged
before she punched his stubble-jaw
fleeing to the confines
of her rusted Buick.
Alice bathed five times
in her leaky avocado bath
before climbing in bed
to wash tears against the empty pillow.
No amount of cleanSing could be found.
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Broken Pie
In the back of the restaurant
where the air hangs thick with grease
and vulgar charred remains,
Mary turns up the crust.
Pressing thumbprints to mold accordion edges
wounding fruits and vegetables
preparing soup for eleven years
making a nickel over minimum wage
cashing her paycheck every Friday
to stab circular stains on printed paper
at the Knights of Columbus
on Tuesdays,
and the Legion on Thursday nights.
Mary exists in a secular level
where the thrum cessation pulls
sucking the void of existence
robed in gray
denying the truth ofhumanity
because she is eaten
into every swift forkful.
All that remains is a bitter stain,
and flesh motif crust.
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Lisa Sorrels-Warmbrodt
Tears
Our numbers are the greater guantity
But we are given the least room.
Ourvoices canythe greater volume
But we are the least heard.
We bear the greatest pain
But we are the least comforted.
We are perceived as weak because we nurture
VVe are used because we are taught to be so
We will stab each other in the back
To be approved of
And kill ourselves slowly
With selt:imposed unfulfillment
When we are found unacceptable.
We are scorned
Because we leak.

Mrs. Cleaver
The pinch of pretty pink
That makes my man-sized teet
Look petite.
The hands that were allowed to grope
Because no one taught me
It's okay to say no.
lhe men who loved with fists
And demeaning slurs;
Their voices reminding me
I'll never be anything, not really.
I cannot be creative when my toes hurt.
I can not be successful
When I am treated like a
Second class citizen,
And only that kindly if
I'm attached to the fifth appendage
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Of a first class tyrant.
I cannot be beautiful
When I am not allowed
To say what I think and be heard,
To ask for and receive what I need,
To achieve in my own right
And at my own pace
My own dreams.

Jessica Newton
Untitled
Like my grandfather who met his maker
betl1re I set ti.'0t on Cod's lush green earth
I barely know you
we met once under a moon called Novem ber
and that was all I needed
I drank in the wet lapis seas ofyour eyes
and I was intoxicated
I stumbled up the billmvy apples of your cheeks
straight atop the crevices of your forehead
and perched myself on the peak of your brow
and waded my feet in and out of the sharp
treacherous blades of your lashes unafraid
yet I was too shy to cast YOll my gaze
for I belonged to another
so the chance to call you my own had passed
the gypsy Venus erased you from my tortune
as ifour paths had never crossed
as ifyou never existed
yet when I close my eyes there you are
a beautiful phantom haunting my dreams
your dark hair glistens in the hot sun
like delicate feathers on a raven's back
your strong silhouette my dream shape
is a vision ofa man in black
that towers above me intimidating but exciting
my specter you are a delicious mystery
planting drowsy visions in my head
making it spin fast and fast like a top
and sparking a burning desire that shoots
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straight to my smoldering heart
as if God himselfignited the world in flames
again tonight J sleep alone with one eye open
hoping you to seep through my bedroom walls
and wake me fi'om my lonely night dreams
with a sweet chilly kiss on my dampened cheek
I want to know the touch ofyour hands
upon my heaving chest and around my slender waist
I long to hear your breath speak to me
through lips that part to meet mine with a tender sigh
I need a tangible skin to sink my fingers into
like arrows dipped in Cupid's blood
perhaps this can revive you to life and into my bed
my arms grow weary of waking up lonely
to days when the sun shines a little less bright
when I walk beneath the trees I feel a breeze
that lifts my hair and kisses Illy neck
and I swear that it is you
but when I turn Illy head there is only
the weeping willow dancing with the wind
I am in love with a ghost.
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Charles Maynard
011 Drinking alld Understanding
My twenties were a lawless time when I roamed the city of Louisville, Kentucky like some
creature who knew no death, knew no future and had no desire to achieve a thing in life. Organized
anythingwas too much responsibility and this meant a steadyjob,J steady girl friend and apparently,
steady housing. I was baSically a drunken vagrant living as if the world would come crashing down
in a matter of hours . It was the end of time and I refused to pray or repent, I had had enough of tl1at.
I was ignited, on fire, I was the one stealing J gumball machine from a bar, smashing in a taxi cab
window, throwing a cooler in tl1e middle of the street during the Kentucky Derby. I was the one
smoking weed before I had to go to court because I got caught with weed after they arrested me
for throWing a cooler in the street during the Kentucky Derby. I was mischiefin my own selfmade
last days.
It goes without saying that this period o'f my life, this five year orgy of self indulgence, self
defiling behavior was without doubt one of the best times of my existence. Here I was, a bullet fired
fi'om a birth chamber of conservatism and loosed upon the world. I was this almighty douche bag
in judo pants and a wife beater who thought it was funny as hell to smoke weed, get drunk and
break things. Here I was, a mockery of my true selt; an image hewn from broken ideas, thrOWing
VCRs from balconies and thinking it all to be the most hilarious thing in the world. Because at
the time, it was. I was two people at once. From most standpoints I was a loser, a societal waste, a
broken cog in the functional wheel of society. But at the same time, I was the coolest thing I had
ever been, and my world was once again new.
I often wondered if most of my behavior was due to the conservative nature of my youth. I
grew up in a strict household. My father was a seminary student when I was in high school and the
bubble of my existence was one of minimal diameter. I was an island in a thousand ways during
those years. Then I graduated high school. I left home and went to school. Three years, fifteen grand
later and aliI had learned was that I wasn't ready for college, college wasn't ready for me and alcohol
was a cuee all for every anxiety and SOCially maladjusted sense of bei ng which lingered inside me. I
had discovered the elixir oflife, some all powerful concoction that had the amazing abilityto make
busted girls look good, to bend the fabric of time, to lift me up and reinvent me.
Drinking in itself is not a complex thing in the least. Anybody can drink. It's not hard, you
turn up a bottle which contains the alcohol, you swallow tl1e alcohol and you feel the effects. To
drink properly is another matter altogether. There are those who drink to get drunk and tl1ere are
those who drink the substance as a drink, like with a meal. Other categories or sub-categories most
definitely exist, but for my purposes here, I am dealing with the two I mentioned before. These are
the only two that have ever applied to me.
During my early twenties, I consumed alcohol forthe explicit purpose ofgetting as wretc hedly
and as completely inebriated as pOSSible. My Single goal for an evening, perhaps a day, would be
to consLime a quantity of alcohol that would send me spiraling into an abyss of skewed vision and
blurred clumsiness while removing every inhibition within me. The removal of self-consciousness
made it perfect fl.)r a SOCially backward young man to speak openly and without shame to the
opposite sex. There was a downside of being able to speak openly and without shame. I am
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referring to the words that came out on such occasions. I can I'ecall being slapped several times,
saying something else and being slapped again. '1 here are a multitude of times I do not recall being
slapped only to be informed later that a slapping did occur. I did all these drunken acts with the
quality ofa professional, that is, a professional at what I wished to achieve, for I was young and the
ways of a "true" consumer of alcohol had not yet befallen me. I was still green and looking back it
shows embarrassingly
This year or so of blow-out intoxication was one which holds little memory, and for good
reason. Most of my party nights were qUick and meaningless, torrents of small talk and drinking
which led me, within only a few short hours, to flailing insanity and irreverent behavior) only to
crash and burn in a heap) passed out and defiled by my peers. Being a drunk is one thing, being a
drunken prick is another, and in my early days cavorting with alcohol, I was the latter. I deserved to
have shaVing cream sprayed on me, I deserved the butter that was mashed into my hair, I deserved
to be spray painted, I deserved to have things written on my tl1rehead like "\ love dicks," I deserved
all these things because when someone else passed out, \ did the same to them. HindSight shows
us all as irreverent pricks.
I qUickly moved from the dangerous and ridiculous phase of irreverent asshole drunk to
"patient, cool drunk:' Unlike irreverent asshole drunk, patient cool drunk mixed vast quantities of
opium and marijuana with ever increasing quantities of alcohol so that any attempt to be irreverent
was met by a wall of paralysis which left me glued in position, sunk into a couch or propped against
some furniture or a wall. I was living rigamortis, a chemical fixture. It was tl1is mixture of drugs and
alcohol that accounted for my patient state but I know now it was never really patience at all, just
paralysis and the incapacity to do anything with any real world speed. I was slow motion dressed
in a human suit.
As a stoned, calm, paralyzed drunk, I had a much greater ability to live through a party I
learned, with the alcohol, to go slowly and pace myselfas if! were running a marathon. There were
still times when I would get hammered into some monolithic turd) but they were growing few
and far between. I was beginning to accept the nature of alcohol and realized that the substance
was a gift and not something to take for granted. Beer bongs and beer shotguns faded into grey
memories and rightly so. I was maturing in my relationship with the drink.
I slowly emerged from the anti-social cocoon of basement stoner drunk to a bar patron. I had
graduated to the level of bar drinking because I could hold my alcohol, I could consume a good
deal ofalcohol and I was no longer such a prick. To have ventured into the world of bars at anytime
sooner would have meant an ass beating on a nightly basis due to the tl1ulness of my mouth, my
lack of respect tl1r others and my chaotic, yet humorous behavior,
For me, bars were tor drinking, not for picking up girls, not for shooting pool or playing
foosball, sure as hell not for talking about work (since I usually wasn't working). In my mind, the
pertect bar was a dark place, a dark air conditioned cove where people hid, where people shat on
sunlight and sobriety. A bar was not a place where college kids went, it was not a fi'at hangout.
Those were clubs. A bar was a haven, a shelter, where nerves cooled and the problems of theworld
melted away once you walked through the door. Bars had an ability to slide the cloak of angst
off the back of all who entered. They wrapped you in their cloak of warmth and kept you there
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until you passed out or were hauled out. A bar was a place to drink, participate in activities which
facilitated drinking and listen to the older drunks who had so many cool stories. Of course it was
mandatory that you listened to these stories while you were drinking. It was the alcohol that gave
these old bastards lile. Without alcohol, these broken old men would have been nothing but dull
cliches of society whose stories made little or no sense. As it were, these old men were drunken
cliches of society and after several drinks, their stories made total sense.
1 lived across from a bar called "The Back Door: It had a dirty name to me and 1avoided it
lor a great while thinking it to be a bar similar to "Triangles" or "The Teddy Bear: 1 had nothing
agai.nst these bars but they weren't my speed. The gay biker thing was a big turnoff and the idea of
such places presented my mind with images that were most treacherous. When I finally found out
that the Back Door was not Triangles and leather clad, spike wearing bikers did not frequent the
establishment, I went inside and I instantly knew tl1at the place would become my second home.
It had all ilie useless shit that most bars have, pool tables and foosball, the Deer Hunter arcade
game which had a broken shotgun, miniature bowling, but it never had college kids. It was an old
loser's bar, where thirty and forty somethings came along with a smattering of twenty somethings
to indulge in the dark, cool atmosphere. This was the type of bar that had broken down men and
women who had succumbed to all the horrors of the world. These were the broken men and
women of society who had these horrors scrawled across their creased and matted taces. These
were not men and women lor conversation. These were drunks, and they offered little in the way
oftalk.1l1ey were generally angry, angry at lite and angry with alcohol. In many ways, bars opened
my world and provided an escape from reality. At the same time however, I was being shown a dear
and obviolls image of what reality could become, and it was far from pleasant.
In the Back Door I consllmed grand quantities of alcohol and expanded my range from beer
to cocktails which eventually evolved into straight drinks. My drink became double vodka, on the
rocks, with a piece oflime, then just double vodka witl11ime and eventually just a glass of vodka.
I took vodka straight to the brain, one after another. I could down three of those clear bastards in
a matter of minutes. Many a time the thought crossed my mind that the only way to drink would
be to mainline the alcohol, to shoot up with a syringe like a true addict, blast it straight into the
veins while I lay on a dirty ass mattress surrounded by hippies eating macaroni with their hands.
I wanted the bar to buy a machine that would allow this mainlining procedure. I imagined a great
Geigeresque machine hanging on the wall outfitted with needles and long coiled arms which held
you in place to prevent you ti'om collapsing as the alcohol took effect. Plus, I could have saved time
and money.
Mainlining alcohol left my thoughts after I heard the story of a Mexican named Akadio who
worked with my brother at a Chinese restaurant. Akadio mainlined teqUila and found that he was
being rushed to the hospital as his insides melted away. I honestly don't know ifAkadio melted, but
the image I had created in my mind of fat Akadio liquefying like that guy who looked into the Ark
of the Covenant in Indiana Jones definitely put aside my ideas of taking my alcohol consumption
to the next level. I decided that drinking alcohol was fine with me.
By the time I had become a regular in the Back Door and my drink of choice had been firmly
established, I had an alcohol tolerance of Herculean proportions. Rarely did I ever get tal ling down
drunk no matter the quantity consumed. Rarely did I have a hangover. 1learned that it was best to
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drink on an empty stomach. Food seemed to absorb dr in k, making drinking more expensive and
sometimes, even a chore.
My descent into oblivion went unnoticed for some time and I am unsure how the change
began to take place. I am not sure which kernel of my life spawned this change, this idea of change.
I don't know if any single thing generated it, it was just a sense that something was wrong in my
dauy regime. My efforts were deSigned for acquiring money in order to acquire alcohol. I was clear
on this subject but this clarity was met with some regret as I loved to drink. Drinking had become
a beast with me, a powerful creature of desire, and as with any beast, it would take something large
to bring it down.
One night in a bar I had used a girls phone camera to take a most immodest snapshot of
my penis inside my pants. I don't think that I could have ever taken a better picture in my lite.
Surprisingly, tor a phone camera, that picture came out with amazing detail, as if! had planned the
shot tor days. Even at a glance, even in the shadows of my pants, there was no doubt as to what I
had photographed.
The girl, to whom the phone belonged, had been made aware of my dastardly deed and an
immediate violence erupted in the middle ofa Grateful Dead cover band set. I suppose it was the
idea of the phone down my pants that set her off The idea that every time she spoke on the phone
she would wonder if it had ever touched my most private parts. Pressing that phone against her
ear would be a sort of rape, that I had some how defiled her phYSically with my illicit humor. Her
anger erupted, that must have been what set me off That, and the summit of complete alcohol
intoxication.
My temper exploded in a tornadic fLlly of bottle thrOwing and curse hurling vulgarity. I
transtormed tor reasons I will never know or be able to explain. I became a monster man, a yeti of
destruction as I fumed maniacally across a series of chairs and tables with a cigarette dangling fi'om
my mouth. Fueled by alcohol, I was a Balrog blowing smoke and ash, crushing anything in my path.
Then, in utter silence, I was subdued by what felt like an elephant. I fell limp as a mound of weight
descended upon me.! caught myself and crushed my wrist. I heard a fresh carrot snap, a Styrofoam
cup crumple. I felt a rush of hellish pain ascend up my arm. My head smacked the leg ofa chair as I
finished my plunge. TIle room swirled about. An orchestra offists and poorly played Grateful Dead
songs assaulted my being. Somewhere in the scuftle, I lost consciousness.
TIle world blows when you are on its edge. Beautiful horizons are parsecs away and chasms
replace once solid ground.1l1ese are not tiny rifts but rather great canyons. TIlese are grand divides
which separate you from the rest of the world. TIlese are the chasms that end friendships and
relationships. These are the unbridgeable divides which create sol italY beings. Great gashes are the
chasms that are hewn ti'om selfishness and stupidity.
My bent arm and my puke soaked, piSS smelling clothing greeted me in the morning. I slowly
became aware of the carnage I had committed the night before. My brain awoke slowly, and with
each new thought, a sour memory was hatched into my consciousness. I recalled everything up to
being knocked out by the elephant. After that, I don't know. I had somehow made it home.
The weak fabric of my existence, my relationships and my ideals were split into, they had been
shredded by a Single incident. My once beloved friend, my alcohol, had coldly turned its back on
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me as I lay there in that bar pummeled by an angry girl while the band played ' Ripple," while an
elephant sat on me breaking my bones.
Twould go out again after that incident, tl1r nearly six months Twould continue to frequent the
bars but it would never be the same. 1he Back Door had become a toreign place. 1hat bar, along
with most of my acquaintances had abandoned me. I wore a cast for eight weeks as a reminder of
my drunken charade. 1he bone never healed right, and to this day my wrist is still misshapen.
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Matthew Vetter
Semantics
My promise to you is this:
I will teach you the names
of things but they will be
the names of my choosing.
ll1e moon will be yellow.
ll1e field will be a dark scal~
the river a deep highway.
ll1e rocking chair will be
a womb, the silent winter
sky a blue smudge on a
greater invocation. I will
teach you nothing and
nonsense for nothing but
selfish reasons. But know,
I will hold you dose as
I whisper all the little names.

I will gather you into my arms
and walk out into a clear
night to gaze across the
pasture in the yellow light.
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Holler
Not the holler back, not the holler
until you pass out. Not the holler
if you hear me. Not the holler
you give me when 1'n) still laid up
in bed at half past ten in the morning,
with the boys' breakfasts uneaten,
both of'em tearing through the house
like the mad bulls ofPamplona.
Not the holleJ; not even the hollow
oia small valley between two hills
with a little creek that runs through it
and tl)Ur red-winged blackbirds
flying into the wind, unable
to get anywhere (or a moment, before
perching on the branch of a maple.
No.1his holler, your holler, with
the weight o( my body crushing
into you, with the boys asleep
in their beds, a line of toy fire trllcks
turning the blue carpet ofthe playroom
red. Not a bellow or complaint but
something between a scream and breath
like the sOLlnd of one bright bell, then
another, and another, then hundreds
of bells, so that it is impossible
to hear them separately and impossible
to know the reason theywere rung.
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GLORIA STEPP

New Perspective
Black and White Photograph
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Jeremy Armstrong
MOlley
A finger in the slicer
or a hand on the keyboard.
Depression in a factory
or oppression in some
financial institution.
It's the same.
All the same.
Broken bodies
and broken
spirits.
The veins
and arteries of
our great nation.
We work our
whole lives through.
Start to end.
Punch in.
Punch out.
The end of time
is the end of work.
The end of work
is the end of time.
I leel the weight of the
lactory press crushing my back
until I no.longer move.
r leel the stacks of money
lying in the banks
filling my lungs
and holding back my
appendages.
Removing my brain
as was done to make
the mummies of old.
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Woods
It's the place
J go to become anew
It's the place
of personal rebirth.
In the woods .
. Atop this weathered hill,
on the outskirts of our
downtrodden town.
In the woods.

Alone as one
can be here.
But not alone at all.
Encompassed.
[n the

woods.

Cocooned by the
breath of our world.
Enveloped by the heights
of trees,
And standing above
the cluttered ground.
In the woods.

A man is in the middle.
In the woods.
My city softened hands
reach out and caress
the old veins of crinkled
leaves just as old.
Breaking, tearing, crushing
them and returning their bodies
back to a restful bed.
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In the woods.
[ reach out and stroke the
trunks of trees
that have withstood more
brutality but also beauty
than any human could.
The varying textures
also more diverse than
any human could hope
to be.
In the woods.
Autumn winds
swirling) gusting) blOWing
coat my unbuttoned body
Providing me with a new
foundation.
One which allows mysel f
to once again face the
dullness o(most around me.
In the woods.
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Jonathan Lounsberry
Possum Grapes
(Honorable Mention)
We used to go up in the hills and fill our bellies
With wild blackberries and wild dreams and possum grapes,
Little things with a big seed inside a skin,
Hardly anything between; past the pure trilliums
. 1hat used to grow up there that don't grow no more
Cause all the trees decided to up and leave
Or maybe that was us.

We used to run down hills as fast as we could
And dmg to trees and try not to die and
Run back up and do it again because
We were invincible. vVe used to be invincible because
We were there then and we're bere now.
We used to tind time even though we weren't looking for him
And he's chasing us now, down the hill,
Clinging to trees and trying to stay alive.
We used to swing trom vines that fell ti'om Heaven and
Kick our feet from the tilted earth and swing and
Swing from the slant slope hillside to eternity, and
Further from the world and leave it for an eternity,
Inside a moment, and a moment again, endlessly
Almost, till wea bad our till of vines and grapes, and
Trilliums and eternities, seeds inside a skin, nothing
In between.
We used to leave these hills.
We used to swing.

Painted Ey es
I've never seen the starry sky
Of a Van Gough night;
Never seen winds move like a galaxy
Or stars pulse with insanity
But I've seen a woman's hair
Curl and twirl and twist
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Like a sad painter's brushstroke,
Under a star-painted night.
I've never dreamed
A Dali dream before;
Never known an elephant to walk with stilt-legs
Or seen memory persist through a wild man's eyes.
But I've seen time melt away
A few times too many,
And had a small surreal moment
Once or twice that I can count.
I can't even imagine
What a Goya nightmare is like,
Where fiends rip flesh and crunch bone in the dark,
And men are worse than fiends, sympathy worse than horror.
But I've walked in a ghostly room at night
And seen a few shadows come and gOj
I've felt a cold wind blow that everyone teels,
Ordinary folk and crazy artists alike.

Craig Wagner
The Cartographer
to Alisha
(Editor's Choice)
I run my fingers over you rs

tracing their surface,
taking down every detail.
Smooth, soft plains
border rolling hills at the knuckles.
tiny ravines lead to your fingernails
where tattered skin has left gouges
that flood, becoming tiny cerise rivers.
I traverse this landscape,
mapping a course I hope to follow
time and time again,
and I teel at home.
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War 's B enejiciary
she navigates the heldthrough mist and stagnant air)
dancing torchlight over
lifeless flesh)
searching tor anything
that will fetch a buyer.
she kneels
by an Ephesian soldier,
noting his armor.
the belt, breastplate, shield, helmet, and sword
all washed in blood.
she watches his chest
rise and fall.
he returns her stare, smiling
as half-formed words drift past his cracked lips)
"you've come ...
she rests and waits
as the last of him pours out onto the wet grass
accompanied by a sigh.
she retrieves his treasure,
giving it temporary home in her doth sack
that, like her,
grows fat with fallen wealth.

Christopher Knox
Once In Winter
Once, in winter, we rumbled east.
Across boundaries and through shadows
Up through mountains, and then down
Into river bottoms where there were towns
Stopping at bus stations picking up strangers,
Ever stranger as they came
Weaving webs oflanguage
That I couldn't understand, though the words
Were the same
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For miles, and miles, and miles,
And what seemed like a million more miles
Some lady tal ked to someone that wasn't there
Obscured mostly by the hum of the bus but
Every now and then audible
Something like, 'John's my son:
"MyJohn is handsome like his father, he's coming
to see me."
Bus sleep comes in waves, in the form of daydreams
111at takes you to the edge of unconsciousness
Then fall apart to slowly form again
Leaving you awake until the next wave
It seems like, once and for all, that
Daylight is done
The sun; somewhere in this night has been pitched
By some cosmic giant, to
The cosmic e(Juivalent of Babe Ruth who homers

And seals our hte
On still through the night stopping in any town
With alight
We add and subtract
Until the new light brings
Charlottesville, Richmond, Virginia Beach
The ladywho talked up around Jupiter and back
Has no more tickets
The cops come to arrange for her to go home
She does this every month they said
Theres no food out by the beach
Everything closes in the winter
111e ocean is green not blue
Two hours in a room and were rumbling back west
Without the crazy lady
Without her dream
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Sheldon Lee Compton
Cloud to Ground
Slabs of rain smack the windshield ofJim's truck. It's a surprise rain, no forecast, no warning,
just slabs of rain dumped out from smudged clouds trying to beat dents and then trenches straight
through the earth. Every second that passes, the earth might just give in under the pressure, lop
open like a torn apart orange and stretch its lava choked throat wide enough to take in Jim, his truck
and everything else.
Jim tries to concentrate on the radio, to take the curves in the road from memory until the
clouds go calm, come together in the dark sky and spare the earth. Ten minutes and he would be
home.
The radio. Rain, rain, rain, No lightning, no thunder. The radio. Jim's truck pushing its grill
into the storm, first at moderate speed and then recoiling, backing away to slower and slower speed.
Jim praying or talking, singing with the radio under his breath. Seven minutes and he' would be
home.
In the dark sky; above the world-hating clouds, all is calm, the even darker calm of the
stratosphere, the floating held breath of the near cosmos. The laborofJim's truck is lost in this place,
the slicing of the tires across two inches of dirty water creeping across the potholed pavement, the
strangled off gargling ofthe motor. None ofthat exists here. From here it's easy to see the smudged
clouds are still full, hardly a drop oftheir hatred spilled.
Below, Jim is unaware of the scene Ii'om the cosmos. He still sings with the radio, pushes
through curves ti'om memor}! navigates down hills with his knees pulled up to the steering wheel,
expecting the storm to ease. He has no way of knowing the storm will not pass, that his memory
will fail him in twelve seconds and that his truck will fall into the partly opened mouth of the earth,
the muddy cavity that will swallow rum.
From the stratosphere there is the still moment just before a sound occurs, the squirming of
clouds and then the banging together, smudge against smudge, the lurch and then the real storm, a
final spilling of weight, and the first clear blue-white bolt oflightning. The forecast, had there been a
forecast, would have called this cloud to ground lightning. It touches down in the front yard otJim'5
house, just beside the rose bush. His wife flinches from the front porch. She bounces in the porch
swing, her fingers strapped to her lips, ignoring the spray of rain £i'om the gutter. She rubs her arms,
feels the cold skin with her fingernails, the electrical air pulling up the fine hairs from her wrist to
her elbow. The familiar scent of a storm from childhood, before marriage, before worry. Beneath
that, she thinks she can smell burned rose petals. She has not started crying. She keeps her lips in
place with her fingers and feeds herselfwith hope. Starving, she will cry soon.
The last raindrop trails behind a million others, but only bya second. Still, it will be the last to
land, and it will land, unlike many of the others, on the spinning tire ofJim's 'truck, sloughed onto
its side into the ditch, The raindrop spins small within the inner rim ofthe wheel, rotates five times
qUickly and then is tlung out to mix with the rushing waters of the ditch, swept away from inside
the cab where the brown water is rippled red, the deep red orti'ont yard roses blooming wetly from
Jim's nose, mouth, ears, eyes.
Another still moment above the clouds and then the first and final pounding of thunder, the
wailing of the scorched universe, darkness swallOWing darkness.
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LEA FASKE

The Promise
Digital Painting
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Alaina Love
Gold Mine Gutted
I am a gold mine gutted
I am sorry if you want me to be more
I held all the pleasures and joys I could for you
But now I have nothing left
I'm Just a hole in the ground
you could find a replica anywhere
I reallywanted to be special for you
a glittering love
I did want you inside me
even ifit was only tor you to carve out my heart
and melt it into a tame locket
to wear around your neck
a trophy of the me you claimed
I am a gold mine, I am yours
but you will never be mine

Bullet
111en~'s a pain

in my head
I need pills
VVarmJ wet on my neck
I want a towel
An anxiety in my stomach
Slowing in my heart
maybe I need the touch of my mother
caress of a lover
Sight ofa god
or a surgeon to remove the bullet killing my brain
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Lea Faske
The Rose
I give you a rose,
My rose,
A blooming, fragrant rose,
A beautiful, uni(Jue rose,
The only one ofits kind,
One brave enough to face the venom of the winter wind, to venture above the thickest blankets of
sparkling snow.
It makes no sense, that its petals are softer than velvet, that it shimmers deepest darkest red in this
dull light ofJanuary. It glistens bright with beads of morning frost, and burns with passion only
I have seen this far. Softly, its leaves enfold it as an evergreen coat, hugging tight its delicate skin.
How glad I am to feel its warmth in my hand'
Yet its thorns are inexorable, relentless needles in my flesh. They tear at my skin, clawing deep
through the palm of my hand until bone halts its passage.
Nevertheless ...
I hold onto it tightly; afraid to let it go. Blood paints my hand, my arm, the snow beneath--red
against white, the shameful flush ofa fair·skinned girl.
It's beauty is undeniable, but I know ... it is only a mask to overshadow ugliness and repulSion.
I love it...

I hate it.
Firmly, steadily, my hand contl'onts sheer agony to withhold my rose .. my rose ....
And yet...
I want to give it to you.
I want you to take it from me.
I want you to release me from the pain, set me free from the terrible, horrilying beauty my
bleeding, pleading hand now outstretches.
Remove it of me, once and for all. I'll do anything.
You hesitate ... and smile sadly.
Alone you leave me, with my God-forsaken, blood-red rose.
I know the reason why. I can't deny it.
This rose is a part of me. It breathes the air that I exhale, and its breath I take for mine.
We are one being, forever entwined. Never are we to separate.
This immortal, frost-bitten rose and my hand have already healed together. From the day it began,
there was no taking them apart.
You know Il)ryourself, your sympathetiC sell; you cannot take the rose li'om my hands, just as it
lacks the strength to cast itselHrom my unwilling, unworthy grasp.
Forsaken once more in the crystalline snow, I gaze down one last time upon my blessed, accursed
rose.
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It is beautiful.
It is terrible.
It is wretched.
It is painful.

... It is beautiful.

Joseph R. Adkins
Pollell

Been buzzed about a girl lately,
She isn't you) She isn't you, burn out, fade away,
Jackie says I got three t()r the price of one
It's a gray day, but hell I have been buzzed about a girl lately,
Dreaming in swirls ofpollen and toenail polish,
Flirting cause she gives me candy,
She isn't you, she Isn't you, burn out, fade away,
Been buzzed about a girl lately,
Never found a friend I did like, you were one,
Guess cause I never really knew what love was like,
1110ught it was you, turned out my mind was blemished,
Been buzzed about a girl lately,
She isn't you, she isn't you, burn out, fade away.
Been at our old place today, kind oflooks the same,
Kind of never stays the same,
Bruised, bent, beautiful, shut up you say,
But I can't stop talking
You sing Holy on Sunday; I sing hangover and barely breathing,
Been to our old place today
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Brandon Massengill
Guys and Dolls
(Editor's Choice)
I'm sitting in this diner- one ofthose twenty-four hour dives-somewhere in the Valley. I'd
been there for an hour, maybe two, it was sometime before eleven at night, and the waitress smiles
at me when she refills my coffee. 111 ere isn't any music, which bothers me for some reason.
A couple sits in the booth next to mine. 111ey were both in their twenties, [ guess. 111e guy
looks familiar, and I wonder if I'd seen him on campus at UCLA, but probably not, since I hadn't
gone to class since April. I guess he looks t1miliar in the way that every average guy looks: vaguely
cute, tan, dark hair, sunglasses. 111e girl looks almost exactly like Helena Bonham-Carter in Fight
Club, right down to the sunglasses and cigarette. She was pale, especially by L.A. standards, wore
purple lipstick and had spiked black hair. She looks pretty damn fierce.
The waitress walks over to them, looking tired, and the girl says, "Sweetie, can you bring me
an ashtray, please?"
"Umm, I'm sorry, ma'am, but there's no smoking in here) you're gonna have to put that out."
The guy Sighs loudly and sinks lower in the booth.
"But... " The girl shakes her head, turning to face the waitress. "You're a diner. In the
damn Valley, no less. What-"
"Lilly, please-" the guy starts, but the girl snaps her fingers, cutting him off.
"Shut up, Adam;' she snaps. She turns back to face the waitress. "Listen, sweetie, I'm twentythree fucking years old, and I'll smoke where r fucking want. Now, could you please find me a
goddamn ashtray?"
"Ma'am, please, the other customers- "
"What other customers?" she growls. She pointed to the guy, Adam. "He doesn't care." She
looked at me. ''You don't care, do you?"
I look at 'Adam" and he shrugs in what I think is an apology, so I shrug, sip my coffee.
;; Hedoesn't care, either."
"Ma'am; the waitress says) "it's just now that we're corporate, we don't allow-"
"Fine. I don't care," she grumbles, stubbing the cigarette on the cracked Formica table. "I guess
you can't bring me a white wine spritzer) either.Just ... I don't know .. . bring me an orange juice or
something. He'll drink water."
111e waitress nods, turns and looks at me) and I smile, trying to be sympathetic.
"Why did you have to do that?"Adam asks. "Jesus:'
"What, you feel sorry for her? Don't. She'll just go home to her doped-up boyfriend who'll
beat her until she fucks him, and six months later she'll have a dope baby that weighs four pounds
and- "
"Just ... stop. Okay? Please?"
"Whatever; the girl sighs, "I don't even care, really:'
Theysit in silence until the waitress comes back with the orange juice and water, and I wonder
(hope?) that she did something to the bitch's .juice, and then the waitress walks away without
saying anything.
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CECILY HOWELL

Interest in the Ordinary
Pen on Paper
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' What are you doing tomorrow' " the guy asks.
"Nothing." She pauses. "Well, r ve got to pick up my sister sometime from LAX:'
"When?"
"I don't know: Whenever 1 get there."
"Why don't you-"
'J ust shut up."
"Call a cab for her or something?"
"Shut. Up:
'Christ, Lillith, what is your fu-"
She suddenly tosses her juice in his face. His lips tighten. A few seconds go by, quiet and
unnerving, and she hands him a few napkins. He takes offhis sunglasses and dries off the lenses. I
notice he has a black eye, swollen and purple.
He looks away from her and she hesitantly reaches over and tenderly strokes his eye. She
drops her hand to the table, like it's too heavy or something.
Tm ... really sorry aboutthat ... ?"
"Are you?" he asks savagely She shrugs, apathetic. He gets up, goes towards the bathroom.
[ take a drink from my coffee, but it's cold now, so [ push the mug to the end of the table. The
waitress comes back, warms it, and heSitantly asks the girl ifshewants another juice. She shakes her
head and the waitress ambles away 1take another drink of coffee, but it tastes old and burnt and [
look back over at where the girl is sitting alone now.
She looks at me and I want to look away, but can't, and it 5 freezing inside, and I conceal a cold
chill. We stare at each other for a long time, not saying anything, until the guy comes back, sniffing
loudly, and I look away He sits down, and I notice he's trembling, grinding his teeth. He sniffs again.
The girl looks at him and cocks her head, frowning.
She whispers something I can't hear and the guy grins at her, but I don't think it's a happy-grin,
it's more of a I'm-not-telling-you-anything-you-stone-cold-harpy-bitch grin. She curls her hand in
a fist, drums her long black fingernails on the table and her lips tighten.
1look at his wrists and they look raw and 1can't get the image of him tied to a bedpost out of
my head.) shift in myseat,look out the window: There's a guyin a red BMW, thirties, maybe early
tl1rties, blond hair tied back in a ponytail. He points at me, then to his watch. [ look at my watch
and realize ['m late, so 1stand, put a five on the table, then think about the waitress, Sigh, and put
down a ten.
I leave, go outside, and the air hits me, and I'm not freeZing anymore, but I shiver anyway. So I
get in the BMW; the guy asks me what my name is, how old I am, and I lie to him both times. I do .
all this "shyly"- they like it when you're shy
I steal one more glance inside, to the couple. Adam sneezes into a napkin, and I see blood spill
out in thick, snotty ropes, and it makes me feel sick. Lily has a hand on his arm, on the skin, and
even through the tinted glass of the BMW; I can see her draWing blood, and Adam leans over the
table and kisses her, and even though it's warm in the car, [ shiver anyway
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Francis Krug
There, Appeared
(HonOl-able Mention)
He showed me the room that had become very familiar to him. Most of the color, all over,
was a series of browns and beige. Neutral. I suppose it was to keep any outside interference from
disrupting the sessions. In one corner sat a plant. I was pretty sure it was fake because of the tact it
stood out ofplace so much. It made that corner look like itwas a waiting room. I suppose it sort of
. was, since that's where I sat while Jeff prepared for his day. There was a booth in the middle of the
room. It had a small desk with paper, lined and not, and a cup of different colored pencils. When
Jeff saw me looking that direction, he walked over to the desk and started fiddling with what was
onit
"111is is for, like, ifyou think of anything during the session. You're supposed to write or draw
it out," he set his bag on the chair by the desk, "But I prefer my own notebook."
I looked down at the chair he had just dropped his backpack onto. "Uncomfortable; was the
hrst thing that popped in my head. I looked to the corner across from where I was and there was
another desk with a black leather chair. It had to have been where the doctor sat, monitoring the
progress. She hadn't shown up yet, just showed us in and left: to get things organized.
Jeffhad been doing this therapy for about three weeks, now. He seemed to be maintaining
a ritual in sitting in the plastic chair and putting the giant earphones around his neck. He opened
his journal and I could see scratches of the pen all across the pages until he finally turned to a fi'esh
page. He looked over at me sitting in the corner of this small room, trying to gather everything in.
"111is'1i be over befi.1l'e you know it."
111e door opened as punctuation to his comment, and in walked Miss Saunders. Dr " .
Saunders.
"Hello,Jef[!" she said and then looked at me, as ifit was the ti.rst time she acknowledged that
I was tagging along.
"Lewis;' I said as I got up and formally introduced myself Earlier, Jeff had introduced me as
his friend, and she introduced herself as Doctor. 111is time was different.
'i\.melia;' she said as she smiled and took my hand. It was as if we were meeting at a bar.
"Hello, Dr. Saunders I" Jeff oftered as hls own greeting. He was eager to complete another
day.
"Hell 0, Jeffrey;' I saw him wince slightly and I felt his pain, 'Are you ready to start, today?"
"Yes, ma'am:'
I sat back and looked at the pictures on the wall for the first while. Each.one had little lJuotes
and cartoon figures holding their temples, as ifconcentrating. All to inspire tixus. I could hear the
tones hom Jeff's earphones from where I was sitting. 111e headset looked like it WJS decades old,
out of date, and out of place from the rest of the room. Even more than the "tree" I was sitting by
Each note seemed to be held for about five minutes, and then would be followed by a lower
pitch. 111is pattern continued back and forth. Every time a high tone would phy, I saw Jeff's whole
body tense up. 111e hrst time, I thought he was going through another epileptic episode, but
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Amelia only waved her hand to me to relax. Then, when it statted playing low again, Jdfjust fell
back into his seat, his forehead layered with sweat beads. It was like he was in a trance, but it looked
like torture to me. I tried not looking at Dr. Saunders .. . Amelia ... Dr. Amelia ... but she struck me
as being powerful, independent, assertive, around my age- I stopped myself and focused on Jelr
again. Every once and a while he would scribble some thing in his journal) rapidly and sloppily,
then a high pitch would play again and the pen would drop.
This is what hewent through three times a week. That kind of thing would drive me crazy, yet
he made this seem like it was the best thing he had ever done. I never imagined that sounds could
have that kind of elrect, but he sounded so sure, showed me research on it, and I had no choice but
to support him as his friend.
The table suddenly jerked and I looked up to see him shaking. I stood up. Amelia did, too. I
shot her a glance of, "What in the hel\?" and she qUickly moved over to him. He was shaking out
of fear. His eyes were so wide and his hands were curling around him in odd ways in a way that
looked like an elrort of protection. He screamed, and Amelia immediately turned the machine off
All at once, everything stopped and Jelrleaned back into his chair. He looked at me and started
laughing.
"You should see the dumb-ass look on your tiKe! It's priceless!" He continued laughing until
he looked over to the doctO!; then only chuckled, "What?" he asked, no longer seeing the humor,
"What happened?"
I never went withJelrto another session. I drove him home and visited with his girlfriend,Joy.
He went straight to sleep when he got into the door, not mentioning anything about the therapy.
Apparently he did this every time, I certainly couldn't blame him after what I saw. Joy walked me
into the kitchen and poured me a cup of coffee. She sat the cup down in front of me and went to
get her own.
"Thanks;' I said and started to cool it off
;'So what did you think?"Joy sat down across from me.
"It was .. . interesting: I wasn't going to tell her what I saw, howconfusedJelrwas, how I pulled
Amelia outside and grilled her with questions, or that she told me things no one could hear. It had
never happened betl)re. No, she didn't know what exactly happened. It's already a controversial
procedure but- well he agreed on his own accord. I also wasn't going to tell Joy that I apologized
to hel; and asked if! could contact her again tl)r more information, or that she gave me her personal
cell. No, I'd let Jeff tell her what he knew.
"Joy, have you ever gone with him, beford"
"No, but it must be intense ... the way he acts afterwards."
' Which is?"
"He's angry. Like a lot more angry t11an usual. I feel like I'm walking on eggshells. It's scary:'
"How do you deal with that? " I asked, thinking of how this was every other day.
"I walk. More; I treasure hunt. I like to look for little gems on the side of the road; she smiled,
"I don't kno\\) I guess it's how I let go of everything. To be able to find something beautiful from
what people throw awa}\" that's when she caught herself; "Not likeJelris trash!"
I nodded.
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"But, like, when I feel like everything is bad, or when I think something's bad ... I can make it
into something beautifut and then I can keep it. I can keep Jeff I can keep gOing."
I had gotten a phone call hom Ms. Saunders a week after the incident at the clinic. I was
surprised that she had even reached out to me after I was so defensive for Jeff I'm not going to lie,
I was downright frantic.
"Hey, it's me. Um, would you like to have dinner tonight? I know it's kind of short notice, but
I really need to talk to someone about this whole thing."
I paused Il)r a moment to soak in what she was saying before finally sayin~ "Of course;' with
. a smile. A smile that I was glad she couldn't see. I knew her situation, it was the same as mine. We
were fresh to a small town where everyone is close, and it seemed like she was reaching out Il)r
some company Something I've never felt I had a problem doing, yet I still understood. Plus, I had
never been asked out to such a simple outing by such a sweet person. I had to oblige.
I couldn't figure out what the purpose of the dinner was, throughout the entire meal. 1he
conversation was a Gatling gun of questions, however it was all checkered between Cjuestions
about me and my life to immediately discussing the situabon with Jeff It was difficult to try to
switch modes so quickly
"It happened again, yesterday. TIlat's why I felt the need to contact you. TIlis time he
continued crying after I turned the machine off
I listened and took a Sip of wine, nodding while she talked.
"I mean really sobbing, Lewis:
I nodded harder.
"I kept asking him ' Why are you crying?' and he just kept shaking his head saying 'I don't
know ... I don't know.'"
I paused. All movement stopped and I just looked at my Ilx)d, then to her. Finally she spoke
again.
"How did you end up here?"
I looked up, utterly confused.
"Well, you know, how did you end up here .. . end up meetingJelP I feel like you guys have
been friends for a long time:'
I supposed that this was somewhat relevant, "We worked together briefly. I had just started
and he was about to be 'let go; but he didn't know it yet."
"Did you take his job?" Amelia asked between bites.
"Nol I was working a completely different area. It was a department store shiff'
"Oh .. . okay:'
I smirked at her before continuing, ;'1 was there when he was fired. I sat outside with him
and just let him vent. I have a lot of patience for him; I guess that's why we'r.e pretty tight. What
about you?"
"Me, oh, I am supposed to promote this great new program:' Amelia raised her hands and
held a pontificated inflection in her voice. Then she lowered them and got serious. "I'm starbng to
worry about the stability of my job anymore:'
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We ate a little while longer before bringing the conversation back around, "Why do you think
he's having such strong emotional reactions?' I asked, 'Joy said he comes home usually angry and
sometimes downright nasty"
She swallowed her toad, wiped the corner of her mouth, and sat there for a moment, looking
at her hand which held her fork. "1 think; she started, but paused again, "1 think that it has something
to do with what comes to the surface when memories start coming up. It's supposed to retrieve
memories, but it doesn't have a pattern, or guarantee which ones. Jeffwants to remember- Co
"But he can't even remember anything that he might have already suppressed." I was already
seeing where she was going.
"Exactly, or about the accident itself'
I sat there for a moment, breathless. "You can't have PTSD if you don't remember what the
traumatic part was:'
"Yes:'
The next day I met Jeff tor coffee. 111is was a typical Thursday morning routine. I had been
there for about an hour. He called me and said he would be late. This ... was also a typical routine.
When he walked in, I noticed a difference virtually immediately. He had more control over his
steps and an overall held balance, but there was also a difference in him that worried me. His tace
was not light. He looked unhappy.
"Hey, Shit-head, how ya doin?"
I was Shit-head, I knew this and now so did the rest ofthe cafe. He brightened after addreSSing
me.
"Hello, sir How are you, today?"
"I'm good l This therapy is really helping me. Can you tell a difference~"
"] sure can. It's impressive:' Now was the time to prod, "Has there been any problems with
it~ "

;'Not really," he said, almost like he was admitting to some dirty secret. He lowered his eyes to
the table. When he lifted them again, they were strained.
"Dl!de, the last session kind ofscared me."
All of my attention was to him.
"When it was ovel~ I was crying. I had no idea why I was crying and that scared me, so I Just
kept on crying. Dr. Saunders tried to help me and I cowered from her. She had tears in her eyes,
too. ] remembered back to the one you came to, when you guys looked so scared."
I nodded
"But that's not all. I was so mean to Joy that night. It was like everything she did pissed me
off and I couldn't control it. She cried all night, went into the room and locked the door. I'm so
confused. I'm remembering stuff, but this keeps happening with it, now.
"I slept on the couch that night. 1 apologized all morning but she wouldn't say anything:'
His hands were weaved through his hair and he was apart on the table, holding himself only by
his elbows.
I sat there watching him, trying to figure out what I should do) what I should say to try and
give him some sort ofsolace. Perhaps 1should have just told him that it wasn't a healthy experience,
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but that probablywould have driven him farther down. If! supported him any more in this, I could
get blamed for the spiral it has taken. hnally I simply asked him how he felt about the therapy
"It scares me;' he said through his hands, "But I need to do this. 1here isn't much in this small
town unless you succeed well. I have to do this to impress my family. I have to do this for Joy I
know I'm not good for her now, but that will change soon and then I can make her happy. We want
to have a child. I can't be like this and raise a kid. I'm not much above being one myself'
My mind drifted back to Joy, and her sedated smile. She finally admitted to me that she had
been taking double doses of her Zoloft since the therapy started. It wasn't until much later that I
looked up what that can do to a person. I tried to imagine them trying to have a baby: a mixture of
. unpredictability and over stability through medication. Will the child need Ritalin?
1hen my mind drifted to Ms. Amelia, and how much stress she is under with the side affects
Jeffis going through. The night we ate together, I held her in the parking lot as she cried into my
chest. I simply stared out into the streetlights, because I didn't know what else to do. I just stood
motionless as her hand grazed against my arm between sobs. Then she left and I went home and
started packing.
Jeft'didn't say much more after I asked him how he felt about his therapy. He spent a long
time looking down at the table we sat at. I stared out and watched the waitresses go back and forth.
I was very quiet. I didn't have anything to say.
"But hey," Jeft' suddenly shifted and started chucking, 'At least I have a friend like you here to
keep me company, right>"
I looked at him and smiled. I didn't say anything, I couldn't. I simply stood up and put my
hand on his shoulder as I stood next to him, "Somebody's gotta be a Shit,head:' And walked past
him.
Jeff started laughing and I looked back to see his body language. He leaned against his chair
and started chuckling as his shoulders lowered. That was enough for me.
Once in the car, I turned on my radio and played tamiliar songs that I knew. 111e type of
songs you listen to when you're in the mood for reflection. As I drove away from that little town,
I reflected on the day I sat outside and listened to Jeff talk about how much he hated the manager
for firing him. I thought about how much he cried because he didn't mean to drop all of those
boxes. He didn't mean to make a mess. If only there was a way for him to have better balance and
control, to be able to remember better. I thought of this as my foot pushed harder on the gas pedal,
wondering how many months it would take before I forgot his face.
"This'l! be over betl1re you know it."
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CONTRIBUTORS
Joseph Adkins is a post graduate of Morehead State University He has won several awards
including the Sarah Asbury English Prize, and English National Merit Award.
Kerry Adkins is an Art major from Ashland, Kentucky She has received both the Outstanding
Freshman Art Student and Outstanding Sophomore Art Student Awards, and is a recipient of
Morehead's Art Leadersh ip Award. Her work received Second Place in the 2008 Mount Sterling
Gallery for the Arts Juried Exhibit, and was published in the 2008 issue ofInscape. She is currently
. (actually as you read this) obsessively studying the human Gee and figure.
Jeremy Armstrong is an English major at Morehead State University He is 20 years old and a
nearly lifelong resident of Kentucky While this is his first publication, he loves the Beat generation,
and makes some attempt to show that in his poetry He writes poetry concerning the events that
happen to him, and the moods that affect him.
Stacey Berkemeier is an Organizational/Interpersonal Communications major with a Studio
Art minor. She is a senior at Morehead State University and will be graduating in May 2009.
Photography is Berkemeier's favorite medium and she specializes in portraits. While having little
professional training in writing, she finds that poetry is yet another great type ofart that she enjoys.
She is currently working on portraits in black and white photography
Abigale Brading is originally fi'om New Albany, Indiana. She is a sophomore majoring in Art
Education. Her current art projects focus on learning Renaissance era oil and fresco techniques.
She is also exploring fundamental ceramic deSign.
Frances Burt is a Texas native working on a Master's in Art with a major in English. She received
a Bachelor's degree in English with a minor in philosophy fi'om Midwestern State University in
Wichita Falls, Texas. She has published a poem in Texas Coach, is presently working on short
stories and teaching high school English.
Deanua Clark is a graduate student in English at Morehead State University She recently
submitted works ofpoetry to several national literary journals. Right now she is working on a series
ofshort stories and a chapbook of poetry fOCUSing on rawcal juxtapositions of imagery She is also
an artist premiering her artwork in a show in Atlanta in December.
Sheldon Lee Compton is a resident of Eastern Kentuckywho received his B.A. in English Ii'om
Pikeville College, and his M.F.A. in Creative Writing fi'om Spalding University His work has most
recently appeared in New Southerner and The Cut-Thru Review.
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Sean L. Corbin is a sophomore at Morehead State University, majoring in English. His work has
been published in the 2008 issue ofInscape, and in the Spring 2004 issue ofAurora, EKU's student
magazine. When not working on three separate poetry cycles, he spends his free time writing,
reading, and philosophizing. He is a poet, a member of Coffee House, and lover of fine Chinese
cuisine. His influences include Stephen King, Grant Morrison, Neil Gaiman, Gerald Stern, Crystal
\A/ilkinson, and Rebecca Howell. He hopes to one day be as cool as George Eklund.
Terry Earehart received a Bachelor's Degree in Art Education from Morehead State University
and is currently working on a Master of Art (Studio) degree at MSU. He has presented his work
at the 2008 Mount Sterling Gallery for the Arts Juried Exhibit fl.)r which he won First Place, the
2007 Mount Sterling Exhibit, and the 2004 Magic to Do Student Exhibit "0 ff Broadway Arts and
Humanities Festival" at MSU. His current art projects are derived from photographs consisting oi
landscapes and portraits.
Lea Faske is an Art major and plans to minor in Creative Writing. Her graphic design artwork has
received First Place on three occasions in the annual Try Prayer It Works contest, and her written
works have been published in a tri-state poetry contest, with one poem becoming a top ten winner.
Her current art work, both written and visual, is mostly of spiritual, ethereal, and emotional value.
Stephen Graham recently graduated from Morehead State University with a degree in English.
He now lives in COVington, KY.
Stacey Greene was raised in Greenup, Kentucky and currently attends Morehead State
University, pursuingofa degree in English and Spanish. She received an honorable mention in the
2007 Sarabande Books Poetry Contest, and has preViously been published in Inscape. She was
also accepted into New York University's Spring in New York Creative vVriting Program.
Anna Claire Griffin is an Art Education major. Right now her art focuses on working with
textiles and fabrics, trying to combine detailed stitching with painting.
Rachel Hayes was an Art major with an emphaSiS in Photography, and a minor in English. She
has presented her work at the 2008 and 2007 Mount Sterling Callery for the Arts Juried Exhibit.
She graduated fi'om Morehead State University in December of2008, and is now concentrating
on portrait photography lor clients.
Laura Haywood is an Art major who lac uses on drawing and painting. She is interested in
incorporating elements oi mixed media into her drawings, while pursuing ideas involving female
sexuality and desire; coming-of-age and socialization; as well as the shapes of bodies, minds, and
spirits of women. Her work has been accepted in the 2008 and 2007 issues of Inscape, the 2007
University Open Exhibit in Lexington, Kentucky, and the 2007 Mount Sterling Gallery for the
Arts Juried Exhibit.
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DerekJames Holston is an Art major tixusing on Craphic Design with a minor in Spanish.
His work has been published in Inscape and he has won many awards for his work in shows such
as The Morehead Arts Guild, Highlands Discovery Center and The Creative Arts Club of
Greenup County. His current projects reflect the past and images of wartime.
Cecily Howell is an Art major. She has presented her artwork at the 2008 Mount Sterling
Gallery, and in Pikeville College's exhibit One Plus Some, as well as publishing a photograph in
The Best of 2008 Anthology. Her art focuses on seeing the uniqueness in the ordinary and on
. themes suggesting a "return" to nature,
Christopher Knox resides in Stanton, Kentucky. He is a Ceography major with a passion for
creative writing.
Francis Krug is a Junior Philosophy major at Morehead State University. He hails-from the
Rosebud Reservation in South Dakota, enjoys writing mostly poetry and dabbles in fiction. He
holds that one of the most important things about writing is soaking in everything in the world
around.
Theresa Lang is a student at Morehead State University with an English Education area of
concentration. She is currently working on a few short stories but has decided to try her pen at
poetry.1heresa is an avid Neil Caiman tim
Jonathan Lounsberry is a native Kentuckian, raised in Pike County He is an English major at
Morehead State University; with a minor in Art History He was previously published in Inscape,
and is currently working on a short story cycle,
Alaina Love is a Spanish major with a minor in Studio Art. Her current projects include delving
into new forms of poetry writing and art, such as ceramics.
Brandon Massengill is a native of Georgetown, Ohio. He has previously been published in
Inscapc, and hopes to eventually graduate from Morehead State University with a BFA in Creative
Writing. He currently lives in Clearfield with anywhere between two and tl1ur other eccentric
roommates.
Charles Maynard is an English major at Morehead State University He lives with his wite and
make believe friends. He enjoys writing, drawing and dried fish.
Chuck S. McKinney is anArt major wishing to advance in metal sculpture art. He is working on
wire and pipe sculptures and is also painting some. McKinney was recognized by his high school
with the Visual Art IV Award of Excellence.
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Jessica Newton is a returning student to Morehead State University with a Psychology major
and Studio Art Minot: Poetry is her favorite literary genre and her favorite poet is Pablo Neruda.
Derek Piercy is an aspiring poet (rom Monticello, Ky. He is a SOCiology major at Morehead State
University, where he hopes to specialize in Rural Sociology. In past years he has received awards
for writing political essays for groups such as the Veterans of Foreign Wars of the United States. He
is currently collaborating with a fellow student to create a book of poetry to be released sometime
in the future.
Chris Prewitt is working on his M.A. in English at Morehead State University He has won
multiple awards in the Billie & Curtis Owens Creative Writing Contestj first place in poetry in
2006 and 2007, third place in fiction in 2007, as well as thi rd place in poetry and second place
I")r creative nonfiction in 2008. He has also won the Richard S. Kennedy Student Prize in 2008.
He is currently assembling poetry in the early 20th century Spanish-surrealism motif as a general
manuscript for acceptance into an M.F.A. program. He wishes to dedicate his work to his father's
memory, Doc's mentoring, and Kim's love.
Sarah Ruark is an English Education major with a minor in Music. She is originally from
Aberdeen, Ohio, but currently lives in Morehead with her husband, Brandon. She is an active
mem ber of Sigma Alpha Iota, a professional music traternity for women. Upon graduating in
December 2009 she plans to begin teaching in Louisville, Kentucky.
Joelle N. Schultz is a graduate student at Morehead State University. Her work embodies
innocence in memory and the ability to recall things that occur when we are young. Several of
her images are associated with memories of her mother and Schultz's lack of ability to remem ber
qualities of her own youth.
Alex Schulz is a senior here at Morehead State University, graduating in May with a degree in
English and a minor in creative writing. In 2008 he was named outstanding undergraduate in
Creative Writing, and this semester he has been named outstanding undergraduate in English. In
Fall 2009 he will be pursuing an MFA in fiction at the University of Memphis. He has had a story
published in Inscape and an angry letter to the editor in The Trailblazer. As descending editor of
this publication he would like to thank all those who have been part of the process for the last two
years, and wishes everybody luck next year. Alex sometimes feels like MickJagger and is Irec]uently ·
not on a boat.
Misty Skaggs is a native of eastern Kentucky, born and raised in Elliott County. She currently
attends Morehead State University and hopes to pursue a graduate degree in English with an
emphasis on Creative Writing. She is proud to have been published previously in Inscape as well
as Limestone Literary Journal. Misty was also the recipient of the Judy Rogers Award for prose
writing with concern to Women's Issues.
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Lisa Sorrels-Warmbrodt is a Social Work major. She's been published on ACTCs online
site Voices and in OUSC's Envoi. She writes about things that affect her personally: issues of
motherhood, daughterhood, and various isms that she perceives in the world around her. Lisa
views her poetry as a catharsis.

Gloria Stepp is a resident of Morehead, Kentucky and an Art Major with an emphasis in graphic
design. She has presented her work at the 2007 Mount Sterling Gallery for the Arts Juried Exhibit
and had a photograph published in the 2007 issue of Inscape. Additional awards include the Art
Meets Women Women 's Studies Internship and the Morehead Writing Project Craphic Design
Fellowship.

Amy Stevens is a proud born and raised Kentuckian from Clearfield. Her hobbies include hiking,
camping, and caving. She is indeed a nature lover. She also does a bit of visual art on the side.
She received her Bachelors Degree in English from Morehead State University and is currently
working on her Masters of Fine Arts in creative writing at Spalding University. She writes mainly
fiction and enjoys exploring the perspectives of people vastly different from herself, although most
of them are from Appalachia

Jeremy Thacker is a 26 year old, non-traditional student attending Morehead State University
He is currently enrolled in the Associate's Degree Nursing Program and has plans of graduating
in 2009. He obtained a B.A. in History from Morehead State in 2007. Currently, Jeremy is a very
busy man on campus, working as an R.A. in Mignon Tower and holding several MSAC positions,
including student body representative tl)r the Student Media Board. He has previously submitted
poems to Inscape, and was awarded the First Place Inscape poetry prize in 2006, and is currently
working on a number ofproJects including poems, screenplays, and songs.

Taral Thompson is an Art major with a minor in International Studies. She won First Place in
Pencil Drawing at the 2006 MSU High School Art Day and Second Place for her photograph in
the 2008 issue ofInscape. Her current art projects are geared towards class assignments.
Heather Utterback is an Art major with an emphasis in ceramics and photography Her work .
has been exhibited in the 2008 and 2007 Mount Sterling Gallery for the Arts Juried Exhibit. In
2007, she won First Place tl)r a photograph at the Mount Sterling Exhibit. In December of2008,
Utterback had three photographs on display at the Kentucky Folk Art Center's Juried Winter
Exhibition. She is currently working on a series of nostalgic ceramic pieces.

Matthew Vetter is a recent graduate of Spalding University's MFA writing program. His poems
have appeared or are forthcoming in Coe Review, The Louisville Review, New Southerner,
Midwest Quarterly, and the Poetry Foundation's syndicated newspaper colllmn, American Life
in Poetry. He lives in Morehead, Kentucky with his wife and two chJdren.
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Craig Paxton Wagner is Morehead State University student from Phelps, Kentucky. He is
majoring in English with a minor in Print Journalism and hopes to someday have a career teaching
English or Creative Writing at the college level. He writes poems, prose, creative non-fiction and is
flirting with the idea of writing screenplays.
Nathan Weaver is an Art major and native of Louisville, Kentucky. He has had design work
and logos published for Endorffin Music in Nashville, Tennessee and Claim Medic in Louisvule,
Kentucky. Weaver currently is working on a series of drawings and prints.
Barb Webb is a University Studies major with a minor in Journalism. Her poems have been
published in The Blotter Magazine and the Writers Notes. Barb lives in Salt Lick with her
husband, two children, and a yard full of rescued pets who all endure her qUirks and passion t()r
writing.
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The Bachelor of Fine Arts degree in Creative Writing
at Morehead State University combines the rigorous
'W(My instruction of creative writing with an active creative
W writing community so that aspiring writers may
develop their individual talents in an atmosphere
~ that is both demanding and supportive.
& The program provides undergraduate students an
opportunity to be taught by accomplished faculty
members who are working writers through studiodb oriented creative writing workshops in poetry,
fiction and creative non-fiction. Other successful
writers come to campus as guest readers and lecturers. Students are also provided asolid foundation of
literature courses and complete general education
a
courses in the humanities, the natural and social
sciences and foreign languages. Candidates for
graduation complete acreative thesis and are
~ required to participate in apublic reading from their
~~ work.
For more information on the program contact the
Department of English, Foreign Languages and
Philosophy at 606-783-9448 or email Chris Holbrook
c.holbrook@moreheadstate.edu
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Inscape is a Morehead State University publication with a long history of cutting edge visual and
literary art. Media and genres of work range from prose, poetry, short story, long narrative, nonfiction and creative essays to photography, printmaking, drawing, painting, sculpture & digital art.
lhe Department of English, Foreign Languages & Philosop hy offers MSU students t he
opportunity to submit work for publication. Students may submit poetry; fiction, non-fiction or
drama. The works are reviewed by a panel and top selections are included in Inscape.
TIl e Department of Art offers students two opportunities to have theirwork juried for publication.
For every issue, jurors review the competitive pool of submissions for both the cover design and
the visual artwork published within Inscape.lheir selections help form a unique and diverse issue

ofInscape.
For specific guidelines and submission dates, visit
www.moreheadstate.edu/ inscape.
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Morehead State University is committed to providing equal educational opportunities to all
persons regardless of race, COIOl; national origin, age, religion, sex, sexual orientation, Vietnam
Era, recently separated, or other protected veteran status, or disability in its educational programs,
services, activities, employment policies, and admission of students to any program of study. In
this regard the University conforms to aU the laws, statutes, and regulations concerning equal
employment opportunities and affirmative action. This includes: Title VI and Title VII of the Civtl
Rights Act of 1964, Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972, Executive Orders 11246
and 11375, Equal Pay Act of 1963, Vietnam Era Veterans Readjustment Assistance Act of 1974,
Age Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967, Sections 503 and 504 ,)1" the Rehabilitation
Act of 1973, Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990, and Kentucky Revised Statutes 207.130
to 207.240. Vocational educational programs at Morehead State University supported by federal
funds include industrial education, vocational agriculture, business education, and the associate's
degree program in nursing. Any inquires should be addressed to: Phillip C niot, Acting Affirmative
Action Officer, Morehead State University, 10 1 Howell-McDowell, Morehead, KY 40351.
Telephone: (606) 783-2097 or pgniot@1moreheadstate.edu.
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